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40 C~edit Limit Lifted By CCC
by Susan Farrell
An exemption to the 40-credit
limit for Management Science
students was passed by the
College Curriculum Committee
last
Tuesday .
Accounting
students may now take 54
credits, in their major accordi ng
to Dr. Fulop.
The present forty credit limit
has prevented Management
Science Majors interested in the
accounting field from receiving
an education equal to that of
other colleges. Students cou Id
take
additional
accounting
courses, but they would not
count toward -their major if they
exceeded the 40 credit limit in
their major. Students would also
have to take extra accounting
courses to meet the state requirements for the Certified
Public Accountant (CPA) exam.

Capo'ne, who has been working
on the passing of the proposal
since he first came to 'Kean in
1975. " We· should have it back
from the Faculty Senate by May,
but Trenton may take a little
longer," said Capone, who cowrote the proposal with Professor Alan Grossberg of the
Management
Science
department.
The proposal was originally
put to the Arts and Science Curriculum Committee in April,
1976, by Dr. Leslie Hiraoka, then
the chairman of management
science and economics. A survey
taken at that time of management science students showed
that of the 1090 management
science students, six hundred
twenty-two, or fifty-seven
percent, would take an Accounting Major. The Arts and Science
Curriculum Committee felt the
implications of the proposal
were so significant that the

problem should be taken up by
the College Curriculum Committee and the Faculty Senate
voted it to them.
In October of 1976 Capone
and Grossberg presented the
proposal before the College
Curriculum Committee (C~C) . It
was returned to them in May of
1977, when the CCC suggested
they make·a few minor revisions.
" They wanted us to change the
format to conform with the
catalog and resou rces in other
departments," said Capone.
He and Grossberg made the
necessary adjustments to the
proposal and resubmitted it to ·
ti-le CCC in October of 1977. It
was debated over in February,
1978 and the board voted to lift
the 40 credit limit earlier this
month .

1ndependenl

" I see no reason why it should
not be passed," stated Dr. James
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Survey Shows
Board Negligent
by A.M. Forrester
In a survey of the Executive
Board of Student Organization

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Members of the fillultering Executive Board discuss issues at a council m~lng earlier this temester •
(Left to right) Assistant Treasurer Gus Garcia, Tre'asurer Greg Gomes, and Secretary Cathy Schwartz.

tive Board of the 77-78 school
year have not \ived up to those
requirements .
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members of the Board spent in year is the office
the offices and how they are president. Michelle Cousins,
fulfilling the requirements of the who in her campaign resume in
office . During the term of the the Independent last year, is
present Executive Board there quoted as saying, " I will strive to
have been many complaints be the backbone to the next
about the amount of time and ef- president of our student governfort the Board has spent working ment and a strong arm of our
for the students. There also ha9e student organization , It is imporbeen innumera,.ble times the tant to have a strong president, as
Student Org. offices have been well as a strong vice president."
empty of any elected officials Cousins as of Monday the 27th
during the middle of the day.
has been to the Student OrganIt is expected of members of ization office a total of two days
the Executive Board to hold since December. She came into
regular office hours and to keep ·the Student Org.'s office during
on top of the events happening the January vacation month on
on campus. Many of the Execu- the last day of the vacation, and
at 4:00. The office closed at 4:30.
The second time she came to the
offices was the 17th of March.
Cousins explains her absence
due to a car accident that tied her
Hardgrove, a political science
activities up for three weeks. The
major with a collateral program
car accident was some time in
in urban studies is interested in
January. The office of vice
people and in helping to provide
president is a tuition free
the best services and governposition.
ment possible for my fellow
The next desk that has been
students at Kean College."
found to be empty a large
Another office with no opamount of time is that of Greg
position is the senior class
Gorn-es, treasurer. Gomes is
treasurer. Unrivaled is junior
presently
student
teach ing
Bonnie Gorczyka, ballot number
which takes up most of the day.
s. She feels that her experience According to Gus Garcia, Gomes
in Student Council has given her
comes into the office " Two or
a " working idea of how our
three times a week, not
Student
Organization
regularly." During the past two
functions."
weeks
of Finance Board
Junior Class
hearings, Gomes was present at
In the junior class, there are
one -meeting that was held durthree candidates competing for
ing the evening. It is the job of
the office of president. Guy Rostreasurer to chair the meetings
si, ballot number 1, admitted in
and oversee all subcommittees.
his published resume that he has
The treasurer receives a paid
no previous experience in
tuition plus an added scholarStudent Organization, but has
ship of one thousand dollars.
attended numerous Council
Other voting members in the
meetings and has kept abreast of
Exe._cutive Board are the offices of
issues concerning students . Rossi
president of the classes. Three
feels that he is the best qualified
out of four have been negligent
candidate because of his opento their duties. Gary Lambertsen,
m indedness.
president of the senior class is

The American Way; Voting Today
by Robert Siniakin
With a relatively small amount
of candidates to choose from,
freshmen, sophomores, and
juniors will have the opportunity to cast their ballots for the
candidates of their choice in the
Class Officers Election today.
The polls located at Sloan
Lounge in the College Center
will open at nine o 'clock.
Last year, there was only approximately a six per cent voter
turnout for this important election. The three class presidents
elected are voting members of
the Executive Board of Student
Organization. The class vice
president aides the president in
the planning of functions for the
class. In addition, the vice
president assumes the presidential duties if the president is
unable to continue his term in
office.
The duties of the class
treasurers are to manage the
cash flow of their budgets . The
class secretaries are responsible
for taking the minutes of the
meetings.

Senior Class
There are two candidates vying for the senior class presidency. Evelyn Cruz, ballot number 1,
in her resume published in the
Independent feels that she is
" the person most capable of
holding such an important
position. " The Political Science,
Criminal Justice Major explained
that her affiliation with campus
groups such as the Spanish
Cultural and Social Club and
PROUD has given her leadership abilities that will help her if
she is elected president .
The other candidate running
fo r the office of senior class
president is Howard Popper,
ballot number 2. Popper also
feels that he is " qualified and
able to perform the duties expected of the president of the
graduating class."
He presently holds the
position of junior class vice
president and is the vice
president of the Inter-Fraternity
Sorority Council. Popper has also
served on the · vice president's
Task Force for Academic Policy.

Running for the vice
presidency unopposed is Cathy
Schwartz, ballot number 3.
Schwartz, presently
is the
secretary -of Student Organization . She feels that the current " junior class is at a state of stagnation." She admits that she cannot
guarantee to remedy this
situation, but will " work closely
·with my fellow officers to insure
that our last year at Kean is a
profitable one."
Schwartz listed her qualifications as being involved with
Student Organization for the
past three years serving as
National Student Association
Coordinator in addition to her
present post.
Also running unopposed for
senior class secretary is Hazel
Hardgrove, ballot number 4. In
her published resume, she
stated, " I feel that I am very well
qualified. " She supports this
statement by explaining that she
formerly was employed as a full
time executive secretary and is
knowledgeable in shorthand
and typing.

(Continued on page 20)
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l--YETERAN AFFAfR BR1Ef5__,____ j
by Kevin P. Davis
Today, March 31st, is the final
day for veterans to apply for the
New Jersey state GI bill program
for this past fall semester. No applications will be accepted after
today.
VA rep on campus Mike Driscoll has returned from his two
week jury duty stint in Passaic
County. He will be available for
consultations with veterans from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Tuesday,
Thursday, and Friday. Evening
hours can be arranged by advanced appointment.
All veterans should receive VA
educational checks by April 6th.
Everyone who is entitled should
receive monies retroactive to the
beginning of the semester, if no
VA check has been received

previously
th is
semester.
Veterans who do not receive a
check by April 6th a_re advised to
contact the Office of Veteran Affairs.
U.S. SenaJor Alan Cranston,
Chairman of the Senate Veteran
Affairs Committee, has indicated
to campus Veterans' Coordinator Steve Vence that the new
proposed VA budget includes
$615 million for improvements in
the .service connected disability
program
and
increased
education benefits for 1978. The
Senator also reported that his
committee is requesting $2.1
billion more than the $19 billion
requested by the Carter admin is tra ti on
for veterans'
benefits and services.
Senatot Cranston indicated
that the Congressional Budget

Office has pro,c..ted an estimated increased enrollment by
veterans in GI bill programs for
1979. lytike Driscoll, VA- rep on
campus,
has pointed out,
however, that there were approximately 16,000 New Jersey
veterans using the GI bill last
year, a figure that represents
barely 20% of those veterans
eligible to participate in the
federal program.
Kean veterans should be
receiving the OVA newsletter
very soon. Production has begun .
on the publicaHon which will be
carrying a great deal of pertinent
benefits information. Summer
school registration with the VA
and the application period for
the state GI bill for this Spring
semester will be addressed in the
newsletter.

No Sex in Dorms
New York - Anthropologist
Margaret Mead today praised
co11ege students living in
coeducational dormitories for
developing a kind of "taboo"
against serious dating among
themselves, saying it will help
prepare them for future nonsexist relations in the working
world.
" Young women and young
men who later will have to work
side by side, in super-ordinate
and subordinate relations as well
as equals and members of a
team, are finding their way
toward a kind of harmony in
which exploitative sex is set aside
in favor of mutual concern,
shared interests and a new sense
of friendship. "
Dr. Mead added tha_t although
many of their elders objected to
coeducational dormitories, as-

Tag looks For StudentAid On Board
and ethnic background . The nominate students who are not
The State Depart ment of
the creation o f a Student AdH igher Education is now in the
visory Committee t hat will wor k Committee w ill then elect a now in t heir last year of studies,
as they will need continuity of
Chairperso n and Vice-Chai rperprocess of implementing a coorclosely with the Board and with
membership in this Committee
dinated program of studen t asdepartmental student assistance son , who shall become vot ing
over the next few years, and it
sistance - the Tuition Aid Grant
staff. The Chairpe rson and Vicemembers of the Student Aswould be helpful to have some
(T AG) Program . This Program
Cha irperson of this Advisory
sistan ce Board for one-year
students who might serve for two
will be coordinated with the new
Committee will
be v,o ting .term . After that point we hope
or three years before assuming a
Garden
Sta t e
Scholarship
members of the Board. First, tha t the Student Advisory Composition on the Student AsProgram and the existing
ho\'{ever, it will be necessary for
mittee will develop iti own selecsistance Board .
Education Opportunity Fund
the Board to create the Student
tion
procedures for reapIf interested contact Student
Program, and will offer a wider
Advisory Committee, as manpointments as terms expire.
It is hoped that some as- Organization Office in student
range of tuition aid in 1978-79 to
dated in the law.
a greater number of students _ To initiate this Committee, sociations will be able to center.
than the population now aided
each institutional student
WORKS BY
by the State's student assistance
government association in New
CORNISH
programs.
Jersey is asked to nominate one
These programs will be the
student who might serve on the
HOLLOWAY
responsibility of a new Student
Committee. These nominations
JOCHNOWITZ
Assi~tance Board, which will be
will then be given to the Student ·
March 27 through April 7
created under the authority of a Assistance Board (or to the State
·, ne College Gallery
law recently enacted by the
Scholarship Commission if the
Kean College of New Jersey
Governor. One of the most
Board is not yet_appointed) with
significant features of this new
our recommendations so that
Morris Avenue
Board is the representation of
the resulting Committee may be
Union, N.J. 07083
New
Jersey
undergraduate representative in terms of class
Hours: 10 - 2, Monday - Friday
students as votins members, and

level, institutional sector, sex,

lloPERS'
fllORNER.
by Haight Ashbury
There are cycles every year
during which each individual
doper encounters p r;oblems obtaining good dope. The best
varieties of any cultivated drug is ,
usually seasonal while synthetic
drugs are for the most part
available year round in various
diluted doses. The substances
that dealers dilute their dope
with has been one of the primary
reasons that I personally prefer
pot . Aside from bugs and a little
dirt, marijuana was marijuana.
Now, at least 20% of pot imported contains more herbicide
than THC. When you come upon
some paraquat pot, do three
things: (1) Don't smoke it. (2)
Throw it away. (3) Write your
Senator.
With the passing of the spring
break, pot smokers everywhere
should take warning. When
good pot comes in, everybody
you know has some and
conversely, ;is your last bit of
good tea disappears into nothing
and your regular supplier informs you that he has no more
anything nor any prospects for
more, nobody else will have
anything either. Well, maybe
there will still be some pot in the
country but it's probably not for
sale or it's trash.
This kind of situation occurs
most frequently duri_
ng the

summer months. With the best
dope coming from south of that
imaginary line called the
Equator, where their seasons are
the opposite of ours, the harvest
t ime comes during our winter.
Sometime during those cold
days, the good marijuana shows
up and the market is flooded
with it for a short while . This is
the ideal time to buy ard stash
away an ounce or two or three or
four or . . .
If you had done this last
winter, you could successfully
stay away from that nasty paraquat pot. Since you probably
didn 't (and couldn 't afford to) do
this, you should do so now. Just
take the time to search out some
good pot while it is still around
and buy somel
As the · spring months
disappear, so will all good marijuana. The annual drought will
come and whether it is severe or
not, you will probably have
trouble obtaining some herb.
One summer I had to resort to
exclusively buying hashish I It
was very pleasant but almost
twice as expensive and definitely
couldn 't afford to do it again this
summer.
Hash is nice but at $25 for a
quarter ounce, it really hurts the
wallet. On top of that, alot of
smokers get tired of a steady diet
of Hashish. Take heed, the
·summer's ·coming!

suming them to be a vehicle for
freer sexual access, young men
and women have used the living
situation to become friends and
to discover that they are alike as
people in many ways.
" It is just a ' beginning, but
students can set a style that will
carry over into working relations
in which skill, ability and experience are the criteria by
which persons are judged, and
appreciation of a woman or a
man as a whole person will
deeply modify the exploitation
and the anguish of sexual inequality," Dr. Mead commented.
She advocated that a similar '
taboo be adopted by the
business world . "We need one
that says clearly and unequivocally 'You don't make
passes at or sleep with the people
you work witl}.' "
The International Students'
Advisory Committee is bursting with plans for the second
semester which will help the
foreign students savor their

Kean College experience. A
meeting will soon be held
with a representative of the
National Association for Foreign Students, the national
organization which helps
students from other lands. In
addition, the Committee
hopes to arrange a reception
at a New York embassy or to
hold a spring dance on this
campus, as fund raisen. To assure that every effort to
broaden the foreign students' experience is made,
meetings with representatives of foreign students at
nearby colleges are also being
planned.
The Committee wants to
make itself available to foreisn students who are invited
to contact Mrs. Ann Walko,
Dean of Students office 219091-92, Townsend 122.

Oh my goodness it's.

Those Crazy College Kids

With the coming of warmer weather Crazy College Kids would like to salute the OUTDOORSMAN ;
those rugged individuals who risk lite and limb all for a comfortable bench, a cheap bottle of wine and a
good piece of yesterday's newspaper.
.
.
Those persons which are more commonly found in large parks, are very thrifty. They need little mo ney
to survive. They pay no rent or mortgage and can buy a meal in any liquor store and get change back
trom their dollar.
.
·
Kean was visited this week by one of these splendid men wh o sho wed interested students some of th e
tiner points of 'Outdoorsmanship.' Encouraging some of them to give it a try th s summer instead of getting a job like everyone else.
_.-
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by Sung Joe Kang
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I I fool
- of yo urself.
■■Sozio- Hall will

Perhaps, 80% of the residents
were away for the Easter
vacation. Of course, some of us
could not stay away from the
Residence Hall and remained in
the apartments. Last Wednesday
,at 9:30 p .m. when all was quiet, a
man passed by Bartlett Hall and
kicked the hallway win dow for
no reason. The result of t his
senseless act was the huge w indow w as shattered into tiny
pieces. The Resi dent Assistant on ·
duty fro m Bartlett Hall responded q uickly to the area,
however the man had van ished
into the darkness. It was
reported ta. the Neighborhood
Police Un it of the Campu s Police
and the policemen captured the
man who broke the window.
If you enjoy watching or
laughing at the Gong Snow, this
might be your big opportunity to
show off your talent or make a

presen t " The Go ng Show 78" in
the Litt le Theater o n April 11th at
8:00 p.m. The dress rehearsal will
be held o n April 6th at Sozio
Lou nge at 8:00 p.m . There are
three ca tegori es in w hich .
contestants w ill be j udged, one,
best act; two, the most or iginal;
and three, the worst act. If you
are interested , please contact
you r Resident Assistant as soo n
as possible.
The Residence Hall Basket ba ll
Tournament is going well, the
score
board
indicates t he
following :
3-14-78 Bartlett vs. Stewards, 20 (forfeit); R.H. Trotters vs.
Naleps, 57-46
3-15'78 Duffy (Bartlett) vs.
Sozio, 31-16
3-16-78 Nu Sigma Phi vs. The
Warriors, 34-36 (double overtime); Clones (Sozio) vs .
Renegades, 42-38.

Pho to b y Sung Joe Ka ng

In the Residence Hall Basketball Tournament, Duffy (Bartlett Hal) defeated Sozio, 31 to 16.

Pres. RefusesAFL-C/0 Offer
" It's incredible." With these
words Marcoantonio Lacatena,
President of the AFT Faculty
Union, described his reaction to
the recent decision by the state
college presidents to decline an
AFL-CIO offer to mail at its own
expense a student recruitment
brochure to over 400,000 union
families in New Jersey.
"Byrne: Chancellor Hollander,
and the college presidents keep
lamentins the possibility of
student enrollment declines. But
when the Union offers them
ways to ensure qualified ap-

plicants, such as the massive AFL-CIO mailing, they reject them,"
said Lacatena.
The Union leader said that he
asked Chancellor Hollander and
the college presidents to prepare
a recruitment brochure for the
AFL-CIO distribution. "We got
the run-around from the
Chancellor, who said the
presidents must unanimously
approve it," Lacatena said. Four
of the presidents - Bjork of
Stockton, Weiss of Kean, Potter
of Ramapo, and Hyman of Wm.
Paterson - rejected the offer the

/Kappa Pi lndu~ts
Weiss As Member
The Delta Rhi Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi inducted
President Weiss as an honorary
member at its 40th anniversary
induction ceremony at the Town
and Campus on February 19,
1978.
Eighty-three graduate and
undergraduate students were
also inducted at the dinner
dance.
The Delta Rho Chapter of
Kappa Delta Pi, the national
Honor Society in the field of
Education, was installed at the
Essex House in Newark on February 19, 1938. Dr. Florence
Stratemeyer, the National VicePresident was the installing officer who was assisted by Dr.
William Bagley, one of the
founders of Kappa Del.ta Pi in .
1911. Dr. Bagley presented the
major address of the evening.
Many college leaders have
been honored for their contri-

bution to the development of
Kean College by having various
campus buildings named after
them .
·
President Weiss was inducted
as an Honorary Member of the
Chapter in recognition of his
leadership and contribution to
the development of Kean
College. Dr. Weiss has received
degrees from Montclair State,
· Rutgers University and New York
University. He has been involved
in education as a Teacher,
Department Head, Consultant,
Program Director, Professor and
College President. He has
extensively and is a
1written
recognized leader in the area of
Political Science and Government.
Membership in Kappa Delta Pi
is open to all education majors
who meet the academic requirements.

Grad Courses. in Mystic
MYSTIC SEAPORT, MYSTIC,
CONN. - The Frank C. Munson
Memorial Institute of American
Maritime Studies will again conduct its summer graduate
program at Mystic Seaport, this
year from June 26 through
August 4, announced Dr._Benjamin W . Labaree, Director of
the Institute.
The courses, for which credit is
granted by the University of
Connecticut, include American
Maritime History, a course about
the development of American
seaborne commerce and its relationship to the economic, social,

political, naval and diplomatic
history of the United States; and
a research seminar in American
Maritime Studies. Classes will
take place in the G.W . Blunt
White Library, located on the
grounds of Mystic Seaport, the
outdoor museum of maritime
history. _

For application information,
write: The Director, Munson
Institute, Mystic Seaport, Mystic,
Conn., 06355. Deadline for application is May 1.

Union president reported .
Lacatena said that the refusal
to take advantage of the AFLCIO offer demonstrates that
Byrne, the Chancellor, and the
presidents aren ' t
really
interested in recruiting students,
but in finding ways to cut the
State's already meager higher
education budget.
The AFT union leader noted
that almost half of New Jersey's
high school graduates go out of
state for a college education and
that studies show that there Is a

huge market for adult continuing education. "Despite
these facts, Byrne and Hollander
keep claiming there aren 't
enough students and have
recommended budget cuts,"
Lacatena said .
Lacatena urged everyone in
the college community to write
members of the Legislature's
Joint Appropriations Committee
to ask that they restore funds that
the Governor has slashed from
the state college budgets.

·Kean Stars C_ited;
One Turns Pro
Two of Kean College's sports
stars have been cited for outstanoutstanding performance. Joe
Knoth recruited for a pro football player, and Elaine Carroll,
chosen to play in NCAA
Women 's Basketball game in
N.'y'..
Joe Knoth, a four-year starter
his career at Kean

during

Collese. ~ ~ a p roi___e,-

" We' re real happy for him. It's
a good indication of his ability
and the direction that our
program is going. "
Knoth is the first Kean player
to ever sign a pro football contract.
Elaine Carroll, a 5-8 forward
from Bayonne, has been selected
to play in the second annual Big
All-American ;p,.sketball
ga
Carroll averaged 16.2 points
and 14 rebounds a game this
year, leading Kean College to a
13-8- record and a berth in the
Eastern Regional tournament.

siona I contract wi th -l he
Hamilton Tiger Cats of the
Canadian Football League.
Knoth, a 5-10, 180-pounder
from lselin, was an All-State
College Conference selection as
a defensive back.
The Big Apple Classic features
" They saw a film on him and
two teams from New York and
were impressed by his speed and , New Jersey and is sanctioned by
hitting ab ility," Ray Murphy, the the NCAA.
coach of the Squires, said. " And .
The game will be played
he isn 't j ust going up there for a
Wednesday, April 5, at Fordham
look-see; he has a signed conUniversity. Proceeds w ill go fo r
tract, so he' ll get a good shot at
inner city youth programs.
making it."

Supermarket ~ip Offs Found in Union
Ellen Bloom, Director Union
County Division of Consumer
Affairs has issued a warn in~ to
consumers
regarding
price
scanners and SALE marked items.
Numerous. complaints
have
been made at the county office
alleging various price differences-usua rfy reflecting a higher
cost to consumers.
The scanners in stores may
charge a previous price-before
the sale-and although the consumer may purchase the item
under the belief he is receiving a
special sale price, unless he
carefully examines either the
register slip or his sales slip he
may be charged full price-even
though the price stamped on the
item is correct.
As well, some merchants do
not mark down every item on
" Special. " They rely, instead on
the person on the register to
recognize the item as being on
" Special "
and automatically
charge the consumer the proper
amount. This does not always occur.
In both these situations we
have the possibility of error by
either the human factor-or by
the computer - (not being set to

properly reflect a sale price.)
It is vital that each and every
transaction be done in such a
manner as to provide the consumer with adequate time to be
certa in they are receiving merchandi~e at the proper price. If
you are rushed through a sales
transaction-remember
IT's
YOUR MONEY. Firmly request
that the person slow down, so
that you can carefully review

what you ' re being cha rged. If
they do not - LEA VE - shop
elsewhere.
Should you have complaints
regarding the above, please
write a brief letter and enclose a
copy of the sales slip in question-send it to Ellen Bloom,
Director, Union County O ffice
of Consumer Affairs, Union
College, P.O . Box 724, Cranford, New Jersey.

COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
announces
The clos ing date for the submission of manuscripts by College Students Is

April 1
ANY STUDENT attending either Junior or senior college la ellglble to submit
his verse. There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter wortta we pr•
ferred because of space limitations.
Each poem must be TYPED or PRINTED on • separate sheet, and must
bear the NAME and HOME ADDRESS of the student, and the COLLEGE
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS should be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

NATIONAL POETRY PRESS
Box211

Aeowa,C..11301

.
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EDITORIAL

One of the terribi'e opinions about college held by businessmen is that college only prepares students to continue in
college.
Terrible because it may be true, all too true.
The recent debates over the new student center have one major underlying theme ... student apathy. The subject has been
talked to death but all "solutions" have fallen short of being
effective. Perhaps the college can take care of two shortcomings at once.
The major cause of apathy is unrealized goals. Which is obvious among a majority of students. Ask most students what they
plan on doing after graduation and they stare at you blankly trying to translate that foreign word. One of the legacies of the 60's
is a sense of non-commitment as far as the real world of survival
is concerned. A loss of personal goals important only to one's
self rather than the good of mankind.
Think of it. The student has only a vague idea of the duties required of him out in the real world or how best to get that job he
has labored so many semesters for.
The Office of Career Placement and Planning exists but the
expertise in subtlety necessary for a job search isn't quite there. ·
They can give general guidelines but with so many students they
• cannot gjve the amount of time necessary to each student.
Suppose. . .just suppose. . .the curricula were changed
slightly. A few courses in each major to educate the student as to
his options. How many Philosophy majors know how or where
-to find jobs in their major outside of teaching? Where do Fine
Arts students have their best chances? English majors can have
many more choices but they need more practical experience.
There are some interdisciplinary co_urses which offer such experience but they are few and restricted as to enrollment.
Or, perhaps, a few courses in basic needs. One or two courses
which embody the general practicalities of living on one's own:
taxes, budgets, apartment hunting, banking, buying houses,
consumer rights.
Along with Academic Advisement regarding just school. .. expand it, or add an extra office, to help the student prepare for a
career. This Office of Individual Curriculum Planning might not
seem feasible with the number of students in the college but
placing it with Academic Advisement can bring it into the realm
of possibility. The office would be manned, or headed, by
someone who has had experience in the business world and can
keep up with the increasing demands of industry and business.
Students woul9 receive a list of the courses which would serve
to give them the best possible background.
With these changes the student would be given the chance to
get a head start on the world. The combination of book learning
with experience would graduate better representatives of the
college. The apathy, I _think, would drop substantially because
the student would find the courses directed to his own life.
The college's reputation would be enhanced also. Graduates
could report that the school truly prepared them for what
they'd find upon leaving. High school guidance counselors
could recommend the college with alacrity. People already· in
the business world would come here to learn hc;>w td better
cope with their problems.
The college has some non-credit courses covering some of
these subjects but the students hardly hear about them and the
task of taking courses for credit is so demanding they have little
time or inclination to take time f.or a course which does not
serve them with credits.
The new student center will not cure apathy, nor will it be in
the best interests of future students. The college must change to
meet the need of turning out people who can deal with a rapidly
changing technology. The world has advanced rapidly while
college has stayed, basically, back in the S0's.
The necessity of such _revisions would by minor compared ·
with building a new ·student center but the benefits would be .
enormous.
Robert Kern

nde · endent
·etters~p

lt Will Be Your 400 Bucks
Dear Editor,
On March 31st, the Student Council will vote onian issue that will
affect the cost of education for thousands of future students and their
parents.
A vote for a new student center will increase the cost to everyone
seeking a degree by $400. That is if the current projections are on
target. As a Certified Public Accountant with years of experience in
projections of this kind , I have rarely found them correct and usually
· short of their goal. With a projected decline in enrollment the per
credit increase could very well be substantially more than the $3.00
per credit presently estimated.
The vote for a student center will be a commitment for a period of
38 to 40 years. One may be certain that during this period there will be
a significant increase in the fee per credit at Kean . The student council members may well be paying for this increased cost as parents of
future -students. I urge them to vote against the student center which
is certainly a great extravagance we can ill afford.
Very truly yours,
Alvin Levine
CPA and Kean Student

Parking Stickler
Goes To Court
Dear Editor,
This letter is in rebuttal to the statements, comments, and the concluding interrogative expressed by a Mr. Greenberg, which appeared
in the March 9, 1978 edition of the Independent.
I' ll tell you, " who is it really hurting," Mr. Greenberg. It is really
hurting me and every other decent law-abiding student, who paid
" coin of the realm " for the prlwUege of parking on the lots assigned
for the students of Kean College of New Jersey, that's who it is really
hurting, Mr. Greenberg.
It distresses me greatly that an individual in The Administration can
take such a position, but it doesn't at all 5urprise me. All the talk on
this campus is about student apathy, well I'll talk about administrative
apathy. Why should any student want to get involved in any activity at
this institution, when The Administration itself is indifferent,
apathetic, and hostile, to the students_ Why does this institution
charge fees from students to park on the campus proper, and then
abuse these same students with such an attitude of flagrant
~isrespect.
On December 16, 1977, I complained to the Director of Campus
Police that a private security guard was directing overflow customer
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trafficJrom the Town and Campus into the lots on Kean College
designated for student parking. These cars had no business being on
the campus proper. No action whatsoever was taken by The Administration. The following week I filed suit in Union County District
Court for the return of my parking fee. THAT'S WHO IT IS HURTING,
MR. GREENBERG.
Raymond J. l<,untz
Disillusi~ned, Disenchanted, and Disgusted.

KC

Demolition
, Drivers Devistate

Dear Editor,
I have been attending Kean College for nearly four years now.
Since then, the parking situation has gone from bad to worse. The accumulation of snow this winter has not helped the situation. In the
last week my car has been hit ,hree times in the parking lot. These
dents are not from the inconsiderate people who forget to watch
where their door opens. These dents are from the people who are still
learn ins how to back in and out of a parking space. The worst of this
situation is that no-note of any kind is left whether it be a note with
their name and address or just a note giving condolences. So if you
are one of these Hit and Run Ramblers, I hope you burn in Hell.
Neil Mooney

Down And Defeated
Dear Editor,
The Student · Or~anization elections once again were struck by
devastating apathy by the majority of the student body. Only a
minority of the students participated '.
· 'Great God'I - Great God speaks to his flock in his language, and
his followers vote in a manner that God wourd see fit. Burthe sinner
does not listen to God or anyone else. for that matter, they don' t
even votel
A sinner who runs for Student Organization and contests the election finds that the election committee does not enforce and adhere
to the election rule that they themselves contrived. But they are not
to blame - apathy in the student body, people do not participate on
the election committee. A few people cannot be everywhere election day. But doesn't God really make the rule~l
Defeated

Two recent Op-Eds in the Independent have been concerned with the
actions of Pete Pezzollo in protesting the new student center;
I believe and will try to show, Mr. Pezzollo is pushing a dead issue and in
so doing he leaves himself open to charges of mixing issues and having a
narrow perspective.
_
The issues being mixed are; the firings of untenured faculty and the
student councils upcoming vote on a Student Union. In a perhaps goulish
ressurection of the not-so-peaceful resistance politics of the sixties, Mr.
Pezzollo is challenging priorities; What is more important, people's jobs or
a new student center? The target of the examination is an implied threat to
withhold support for the new student center until these people are
rehired. While there is a valid criticism of priorities in student activities
funding, namely a let them eat cake (theatre productions) and no bread
(teach-in workshops) approach, it remains a fact that faculty salaries are
not paid for by student union fees. Here, Mr. Pezzollo leaves hims~if wide
open the charge of opposing a convenient issue - an act of desperation.
Meanwhile, he is claiming to have the student support needed to
stonewalt approval of the student center after he had insulted many of the
most influential people in student government! The student center
proposal will sink or float on it's own merits. He.does not have the influence he claims.
The other charge is having a narrow perspective. Kean CoUege is not all
there is to Higher Education and the School of Education at Kean College is
not -the only School of Education among state colleges.
New Jersey's system of Higher Education is also not alone. It is currently
competing with colleges from other states for student enr9llment. Currently, (if you will pardon my analogy), there is a balance of (student) trade
deficite existing, with New Jersey on the losing end. Chancellor of Higher
Education Hollander has a proposal to increase the quality (and thus the attractiveness) of Higher Education in New Jersey by concentrating
specialities in particular schools. This will avoid duplication of programs
and allow for expanded programs in the school's main discipline. Kean will
not be a Flagship college for teacher training. Now, since the faculties contract with Kean College holds that tenured faculty cannot be dismissed
due

Graduation Is Not
Automatic
Dear Seniors:
Have you filed applications for your diploma and certificate?
Graduation and certification are not automatic. Applications for June
or August 1978 graduation must be secured and filed by Friday,
March 31st in the Registrar's Office.
,
·
Over 1,000 students have applied and their applications have been
processed for the June 8, 1978 commencement. The list of Candidates
for Bachelor's Degrees will be posted in the lobby ofTownsend Hall
during the second week o f April. Will your name be there? If you
have not requested graduation and certification, but have met
degree requirements, return your applications to the Office of the
Registrar by Friday, March 31, 1978.
Martha Wesman
Assistant Registrar

Some Apprecia-te Talent
Dear Editor:
.
I write to you with a heavy heart. Please let me explain. You see, a
while back I was a student at Kean ; even wrote a film review for the
lndepende'nt on Swashbuckler, but finances got tough, my fa~ily
moved down to the Jersey shore with my aunt after my father died,
and I left school and joined the Navy. I had always loved the sea an'd
"seeing the world" didn't seem like a bad idea, so next thing I was in
San Diego.
. .
All that stuff about exciting, interesting ports of call Is bilgewater.
Most of the work is tedious and backbreaking; and a lot of times the
weather is rough. (I still get a little seasick.) Anyway, the jist of t_his
letter is to thank you and the entire Independent staff for relieving
the boredom and unfriendliness of,5tays in less-than-hospitabile anchorages. My mom ... new how much I enjoyed the paper, and she •
used to send it whenever she could get hold of one through a girl that
goes to Kean and lives in Belmar.
I'd really look forward to mail call if I thought another Independent
was on it-matter of fact "}.Ost of my crew did. Even the one's who' ve
never been to Jersey, or heard of Kean, gradual)y became fans of
yours, maybe because it reminded them of their homes-wherever ,.
they were from. But now, down to my disappoint~ent. You see, the
all-around favorite part of the paper, next to any pictures of girls, was
that guy Bolger's column, The Black Flag. You never kn.ew what to expect-yet you were always glad you read it. Sometimes, when th,e cop
wasn-'t looking, me and a couple of other guys would read some of
those columns out loud, and we'd bust a gut laughing. Other times,
we'd get so pissed, we'd end up throwing some unsuspecting guy
overboard. Now I don't see the colu mn anymore, what happened,
did he graduate or whqt? Hopefully, (before the end of my Easter
liberty) the Black Flag will again be raised .
Respectfully,
Joe Banton
(l:.d. Note: Mr. Holger has withdrawn tram school and lowered his Black flag.)

to declines in enrollment, it is obvious that the Board of Trustees hand

was forced: they could not, in ·the best interests of the college, grant
tenure t o faculty who, by both design and demographics, would have
fewer and fewer students to teach. I don't call the action by the Board fair
but I do say it was responsible because even if Chancellor Hollander's
proposals are not realized (which is unlikely) the college was prepared.
Jim Coholan

-nfe"""OP-Ed is a vehicle for anyone in ihe ca~pus community to express.an opinion that would be,
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All artides should be limited to 600 words and submitted. by 3:00 p.m. Friday.

by John Meida
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by Robert Kern
reckoned. They operate at halfIn continuing my general rules jigger speed : 3'4 cocktails (clue 17
for having a party we now get doubled) to the fifth or 40
down to particulars:
ounces to the taller traditional
Population Estimate: To be on vermouth bottle which is two
the safe side, add 10 or 20 per ounces short of a quart. Fifty
cent to the number of accept- cocktails therefore mean 1½ fifances. Or if you 're operating ths of vermouth of 1¼ traditional
without R.S.V.P.'s count on size, along with the 3 bottles of liabout 70 per cent putting in an quor; and the case job of 200
appearance. In any case, one would require 6 vermouth fifths
sound theory says that the party or 5 traditionals.
Sherry deals are 2-ounce, a
should either be small enough so
everyone can be seated or large dozen to a bottle, with a residue
enough so the standees won 't be of 1.6 ounces, which in old Spain
embarrassed.
sherries may be dreggy.
Glassware: You need at least American sherries run younger
two to a customer of shapes and and can usually be squeezed to
sizes required by the pouring the last drop, providing a starter
program:
3-ounce
cocktail on the next glass; so count 25 for
stemmers (busiest), 10-ounce · two bottles. Similarly 2 fifths of lihighball glasses (close quor will yield 25 highballs of 2
competitors), 2-ounce V-glasses ounce strength. (More apfor sherry, Old Fashioned glasses propriate for a stag affair than a
(if you ' re serving that drink), mixed party). Champagne,
champagne glasses if festivity is straight or cocktailed, is 6-9 to
the bottle.
ultra.
Beverage Supplies: Three
At a big cocktail party, a choice
drinks per p.erson is a · fair
allowance. You compute the of drinks should be available. It's
bottles without calculus if you a safe bet to offer :
1 standard cocktail (Martini,
know your clue numbers. Basic
17 is the number of jiggers (1 ½ Manhattan, Old Fashioned)
1 other cocktail, either stanounces each) that a fifth bottle
(25.6 ounces) will pour. - Tran- dard or more fanciful
Whiskey and Soda, for the
slated, it means 17 Martinis per
bottle of gin, 17 Daiquiris per long drinkers
An aperitif, for the mild
bottle of run , 17 Manhattans or
Old Fashions per bottle of drinkers (sherry or Dubonett)
A non-alcoholic drink, for the
whiskey. If brandy or Scotch
highballs are of 1 jigger strength wagon riders
17 washes up the bottle.
But let's be larger-minded,
Fruit and Fixings : Maraschino
tripling our jiggers to 51 and cherries for Manhattans and Old
throwing away the spare, which Fashioneds; pitted olives for
would be accounted for by Martinis, 1 lime to 2 Daiquiris or 2
spillage anyhow . Now our Cuba Libres: 2 sizable lemons to
yardstick is 50 drinks - 3 bottles - 3 Collinses; snips of lemon peel
offerins an easy jump to 200 • and half slices of oranges for Old
drinks - 1 case. But the vermoth, Fashioneds. large bottle of
dry for the Martinis, sweet for bitters. Sugar. Bottles of Sparthe Manhattans are still to be kling Water, prechilled .

Ice: More than you could expect of your refrigerator. Wyou
live in a city, phone a cube service; in the country, your ice
company will oblige. Shakers
and mixing glasses require
cracked ice.
Flowers : By all means, but
vased where they won 't be
knocked over.
Cigarettes : Invitingly stood up
in shot glasses in many strategic
spots . Ash Trays everywhere.
Matches, table lighters.
Canapes: Liquor stimulates
the hunger. Therefore it is agesture toward your guests to
provide them with a snack. It is
just precaution to furnish them
with a little substance which will
stay their heebie-jeebies.
But let's put it more simply : it
makes your party better. More
generous. More colorful. It
keeps people moving about and
gives them a chance to escape
the bores, and the bores to find
new victims.
But let us also reflect. A box of
crackers and some rat cheese, no

By Joe Torres
President /.F.S.C.
I would like to extend a welcome.,back _to all those people who hit
the Sunshine State during the spring break . Hope you all enjoyed
yourselves and got a good tan. To all those who could not make it to
the South, we hope you had much well-deserved vacation fun. Now
that we are back, we must get down to business. There are many events
coming up.
.
The scholarship dance tickets are still on sale, check with any of the
Greek groups to obtain tickets, they are $1.50 each . The dance is set for
April 6 (Thursday) and music will be by The Drtver and Supr leer
Productions. There will be good music and fjee beer so we hope to see
you there.
Hey, Greeks, our Second Annual Greek Olympics is coming up so
get yourselves ready. The Greek Olympics are set for the week of April
10 through 18. There have been a few more vents added, but, nevertheless, you will enjoy thttm, All active Greeks can participate (no
graduates or inactive members allowed) in this year's events. More information next week.

COMMUNICATIONS
lambda Chi Rho is having a raffle, the prize will be a $30 gift certificate for Bamberger's. For information see the sisters of Lambda.

(Continued on page 13)

Welcome back. We missed
· you . Although there were more
parking spaces, there were fewer
happy smiling faces. If you look
around the campus you can see
signs of Spring - trees budding,
snow melting, maintenance raking away Winter's leavings and a
" spring" to your own step.
On April 7th - Friday - Kean

The Maste-r Call
A " call " has gone out to the state colleges of New
Jersey. Chancellor T. Edward Hollander has
recommended to the Board of Higher Education
t hat each state college develop a comprehensive
master plan to be forwarded to the Board for t heir
approval by December 1979. The Board has approved the Chancellor's proposal and 1he state
colleges are moving forward to answer the call.
Kean College is wholeheartedly committed to
the need for such a master plan. Our response is
already underway and will be strength ened , we
believe, by broad consultation with all our college
constituencies - students, faculty members, administrators and members of the staff.
Certain priorities are clearly established as we
begin to consider our response to the Chancellor's
call. Our programs must and w ill be defined by the
limited fiscal resources we share with other
colleges - the state's monies may be even more
stringently parceled out in the future. A positive
financial note has been sounded, however, by a
proposed new funding formula which will channel
increased funds to those specialized programs for
which each college is particularly known - in
order to make them nationally recogn ized as
" centers of excellence," according to Chancellor
Hollander.
Kean 's particular strengths are well-defined and
we anticipate that the master plan, when approved,
will enable us to develop national as well as
regional recognition in these fields.
First of all, it should be firmly understood that
Kean will continue to emphasize and strengthen
the liberal arts, both as academic major programs
and as a center for the development and support of
all other major programs. It is expected that our
teacher education programs will continue to focus
on quality and in-service education. Since Kean has .
also been a state college leader in the development
of professional career programs, we expect to
build and improve upon these in the future. Our
professional programs are each based upon a
liberal arts discipline - thus, occupational therapy

March JI, 1971

College is hosting a " One Day
Workshop for High School
Students, Grades Nine Through
Eleven,
and
Guidance
Counselors and Community
leaders." The program is entitled Young Women Meet Math
and Science and will begin at
9:00 a.m. continuing to 4:30 p.m.
based in Downs Hall. There will
be approximately 400 visitors on
campus that day, excited about
spending a day with us amt
grateful for the courtesy we wilf
extend to them.
This program is sponsored by
Kean College of New Jersey and
the New Jersey Division on
Women and co-sponsored by
Bell Laboratories in Murray Hill,
New Jersey, the New Jersey
Utilities Association and the
Singer Corporation in Elizabeth,
New Jersey. One of the people
who has been responsible for the
creation of and the implementation and planning for this
symposium is Dr. Susan G. Marchand, consultant and projects
liaison for the Training Institute
for Sex Desegration of the Public
Schools at Rutgers University, a
federally funded program. Dr.
Marchand is administering a
math / science curriculum
development workshop to •improve the ability of school personnel to deal effectively with
educational exchange mandated
by federal and state sex
desegration laws. All levels of
staff are involved in the training
sessions and participants are
aided in developing and implementing a pilot project in their
schools. This workshop is a project set up to benefit all those invalved in motivating young
women to become involved in
mathematics and science careers
and supporting those who have
already made that choice.

On April 5th WOMAN TALK is
honored to present Dr. Harry
Dubin as the guest speaker at the
Wednesday lunch meeting in the
Alumni lounge. The toAJc of his
discussion is "Some Stereotypes
Are True: Men as Second-class
Citizens" - the topic itself raises
some provocative ideas, maybe
some never considered before.
Dr. Dubin is a member of our
own faculty and is most supportive of women as a group who
are reaching for growth. Please
attend and be with us as we take
a look at some new issues.
On March 15, the Wednesday
.prior to vacation, WOMAN
TALK was delighted with a
presentation by Dr. Carolyn Carmichael, again of the Kean
Faculty . Dr . Carmichael
prepared a talk with audio-visual
material which was most effective. It is one thing to be tole that
there is Sexism in Literature in
the classroom but it is much
more potent to see examples of
such sexism taken from actual
textbooks used in classrooms.
The audience was so appreciative and interested that the
hour allotted for WOMAN TALK
did not seem to be long enough.
The first week in April is an exciting one here on campµs Mummenschanz, Dr. Dubin at
WOMAN TALK, the Math and
Science Workshop to mention a
few activities and the rest of April
promises to be equally busy. In
between activities, perhaps, a
good book might offer some
relaxation as well as stimulation.
Try Some Are Born Great, Adella
Rogers St. John. It is about
women, written by a woman
who clearly loves, understands
and enjoys being a woman. It is
not a new book and may only be
available in libraries. Enjoy.

evolved from psychology, computer science from
mathematics and physical therapy from the
biological sciences. Our allied health programs are
considered truly outstanding - this field alone has
brought a new recognition to the college, with untold possibilities for future growth and expansion.
The development of masters degree programs
appears to be another priority at Kean. Indications
are positive that the Board of Higher Education will
give us approval for a master of arts in liberal
stud ies, and we will continue to work toward the
development of new professional masters- level
programs, also grounded in the liberal arts.
One crucial issue raised in the Chancellor's call,
which the College will need to address, is how to
define " the populations for which we can best
provide educational services, and develop specific
objectives regarding service to these groups." We
will be asked to design a statement of policy regarding those student populations we seek to serve.
Other important issues include the role of the
state colleges in graduate education and in nontraditional education. Many corporations and
public agencies now offer training programs at the
collegiate level -where their employees can work
toward partial fulfillment of the degree requirements of a particular college. Kean is already
attracting many of these "special interest"
students. We anticipate increasing our programs to
better serve this varied student population in the
future.
Kean College will respond to the Chancellor's
call in the most effective and positive way, maintaining a clear sense of our own priorities. The
Kean Board of Trustees looks forward to college- I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACl:f
wide discussion and consultation before making a I section of The Independent:
I
final decision regarding these prioritie~. We en- I Item or event _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
I
courage all members of the college community to I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ _ __ l
become familiar with the issues. Copies of the call I Source - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - - - -- ---'- I
are available from the President's Office. Read it I Your oame - - - - -·- - - - - -- -- - - - -- - - I
and let us hear from you!
I Please retµrn all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women, Rml
Nathan Weiss I, SA "114, Bookstore Building.
1
President ~
,

·r --=----~-:-------~-------.;;;.-· -------,
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Exciting ''Revolution"" Debuts
by Lynn Richmond
A masterful execution! Celebration Playhouse of Cranford has
' surpassed itself with this multimedia extravaganza. Composer
_Richard Peaslee author of such
smash Broadway hits as " Marat
Sade" and " Boccaccio" offers his
best in this superb compilation
of films, music and theatre
pieces. Peaslee's quicksilver arrangement
explores
such
universal themes as love, hate,
war, peace, truth and beauty in
an interesting montage of
various techniques, including
dance, mime, songs, slides and
films. The fast-paced direction of
Gary Cohen is largely responsible for the outstanding
quality of this production. The
individual
vignettes
flow
smoothly in an exciting balance
of themes and mediums. The
audience is left breathless and
hoping that the revue will never
end.
The music, originally desig ned
for one piano has been reorchestrated for a four piece band
playing
seventeen
different
instruments, by the talented
Buck Brown. Encompassing an
impressive range from soft folk
rock to progressive jazz the band
soars through a plethora of
sound which enhances and sets
the mood for the evening.
The excellent choreography
by Trish Parfitt is at one moment
langorous; the next upbeat staccato. The talented players do
more than just dance for their
movements kinestically express a
wide range of sensitivities.
" Let's Have A Party" a skit
dealing with upper class
boredom was made memorable
by a blase' husky blues number

done by Carol Vuocolo. As usual
her inimitable projection of
raunchy sexuality bedazzles and
fascinates. Vuoco lo continues in
this vein with a later song "The
Men Who Loved Me. " Here she
adds a poignant sweetness to the
hussy as her expressive voice
soars through a semi sad ballad.
As did Janis Joplin, Vuocolo's
presence on _stage makes the
audience very much aware that
she is a woman. Undeniably this
is her particular forte for it has
consistantly shown through in
such other plays as "Lenny" and
most recently "Travesties."
If Vuocolo is the girl you take
home to meet Dad , Lisa
Callender is the o ne you introduce to Mom. The polarity
becomes evident in "Madonna
Isabella" a brief rock opera account of a cheating wife and an
ignorant husband. The perpetrator of this fraud portrays
Callender at her best: Sly and
demure she glides through this
number with an appropriate
blend of pristine foxiness. Her
bitchy,. white-glove sweetness is
repeated in " What's Wrong With
That," and ironic expose of
adolescent experimentation. As
the loving, all-enduring mother
o f a revolutionary, a mystic, and a
cretin, Callender gives the impression that she is dantily orbiting Alpha Centauri and that
her contact with reality is a dim
memory of the past.
David Christopher as a well
mannered manical draft dodger
in " Barry Bondus" is properly
intense and funny. His strong
stage presense in this as well as
other numbers exudes a sheer
physical rawness and ductile
familiarity with various · moods

and emotions.
"Only In My Song" is the ideal
vehicle for Randy Hertzog. Projecting a poetic, boy-next-door
innocence he sings love songs
with a natural tenderness and
feeling. He wistfully solos again
on " summer Day" a moving
tribute to love. Unfortunately he
is unindated when he appears
with the cavorting Christopher.
The ' company
worked
together on several numbers,
beginning the revue with the
well-known Marat Sade Suite. A
harmonious synthesis of dance
and song the players made the
audience aware of the very texture of revolutionary ardor. " A
Fable," dreamy and soft, was
reminiscent of Donovan 's "The
Land That Doesn 't Have To Be."
This soothing fairytale intreprets
personal and societal change in
an unforgetable lullaby that
touches the heart.
Four Years After the
Revolution is a new play and it is
to Celebration 's credit that it was
performed, for most established
theatres prefer to deal with safe
old standards. The play has been
structured so -that it has the
mobility to visit clubs or colleges
and this is the purposed intent
according to Gary Cohen the
director. It deserves recognition

and

if

it - is

selected

for

appearance at Kean College it

will provide, a memorable and
enjoyable experience for all. I,
for one would like to see it again
and again . Amid the mediocre
hogwash that I have sat through
in the last several years Celebration 's rendition of the Peaslee
Revue is a shining example of
theatre at it's best.

lrActor's Play"
Demands Only
Attention

Geraldine Page, pictured above, will co-star with Rip Torn and Sandy
Dennis in "THE LITTLE FOXES" Mardi 8 through April 2 at the Paper
Mill Playhouse in Millburn, N.J. for ticket information call the Box
Office (201) 376-4343.
by Cathy Crisafulli
is even older. But the acting in
The lights dimmed and the this nostalgic play is not old. It is
curtain opened to a living room an actors play . Each role is full
who's owner wanted it to be a and demands perfect timing in
southern mansion. The theme is releasing their lines and mesgreed. The play Is "The llttle Fox-· sages to the audience. The only
es," by Lillian Hellman 's, now demand made on the audience is
playing through April 2, at the to watch the play which seems to
Paper Mill
Playhouse in come naturally.
Millburn.
Geraldine Page plays Regina
The play itself is over thirty- Giddens, who is constantly trying
five years old and the psycholo- to out swindle her brothers for
gical message of greed and fast and easy money. She even
contempt for brothers and sister lets her husband, Horace
Giddens, played by David
Brooks, die of a heart attack on
the stairs of their home. She is as
mean and ruthless as the step
mother in Snow White. Not only
does · Geraldine Page speak
definition.
through her lines but f he body
All of the characters are well
langauge adds some humor to
done, even the minor parts of the sad theme of the play. The
Mrs. Pentrano, the nosey f lap- body language remains long
jawed building superintendent after the play is over.
(Su san Ward) and the grocery
Benjamin Hubbard, played by
boy (Guy Gsell). But none com- Rip Torn, is t he brains of the
pare with Maggie Abeckerly 's Hubbard clan and always comes
portrayal of Catherine Reardon
up with a solution for their finanwho retreats from reality and
cial problems. He doesn 't even
titles the play by- "d rinking a lit- have the principles of Robin
tle. " Though she recognizes her Hood. He robs from anyone .
sister's illness and no doubt
Oscar Hubbard played by
knows hospitalization is best, she Scott M cKay tries to keep up
is also leeching security off Anna
with the wheeling and dealings
and refuses to let her crutch
of his brother and sister. He
leave her grasp and together
teaches his greediness and corthey definitely protect each
ruption to his son, Leo Hubbard,
other from the cold cruel world
played by Terry Layman .
and the tyranny of their cold and
Sandy Dennis was luminous as
calculating sister, Ceil. Catherine
Birdie Hubbard. She had a
feeds the straight lines effecbewildered look on her- face
1 tively and · competes " strongly
from the minute she entered the
with Anna for the audiences
stage until the curtain fell. She
attention and, yes, sympathy.
plays the wife of Oscar Hubbard,
Her biting off-hand comments
who drives her to alcoholism .
are .hilariously 'Underscored by
She is considered slightly crazy
Anna 's insane absurdity which is
because she has respect tor
uproariously disarming.
Put
peoples feelings and can be satisthem in concert with Bob Stein
fied with an honest living. The
and the audience roars with
family is constantly trying to
laughter and returns eagerly
cover up her illness with
from intermissions to the sister 's headache excuses. Sandy Dennis
dining room . And Miss Reardon
is worth .seeing.
Drinks _a Little runs until April
If you are looking for a special
Easter treat for your favorite gal
15th with performances at 8 P.M.
Wednesday through Saturdays,
take her to see " The Little Foxand at 7 on Sundays, at the
es. " " Spring" for some tickets
Whole Theatre Company, 544
and start the new season with
Bloomfield Avenue, Montclair.
some fine entertainment.

Drink Deep of "Miss Reardon"
by Stephen L. Bowers
And who blames herl
Playwright Paul Zindel inject.s
some o f the wackiest humor
you ' ll see on stage into the zanily
tragic situation of the three Reardon sisters who have achieved
their own forms of coping with
their mother's recent death.
In Anna 's case, this spinster
school teacher has withd ra wn
from reality via achizophren ia
which rules her life in the
absence of her
tyran ical ly
protective mother. Unable to
cope on her own she has
manifested
her
psychosis
through her sexual experien ce
with one of her high school
chemistry class students whose
parent figure she's raped him
.and have pressed charges. The
episode apparently triggered her
mental breakdown which has
brought he r condition to the
attention of the world at large.
Anna's very convincingly played
by Georgia Hester and takes on
the look of d istance and lack of
personal grooming which
usually accompanies mental
illness.
Ceil Reardon, (now Adams)
absorbingly portrayed by Marjorie Fierst, is a domineering,
stuffy third of the trio who rose
through the ranks to a high administration post on the Board o f
Education . The oldest of the
three, who married a past

boyfriencj of Catherine's, Ceil
finds herself in the best position
to be the most objective of the
thr-ee, being on the outside looking in on the other two dutiful
daughters. The Play cente rs on
her visit to the apartment of the
other two sisters, to encourage
committing Anna to a mental
hospital. Once she makes the
point t hat her younger sister is
sick, she begins to tear down Anna's defenses and exposes her
frailties. Before she could sell the
hospital idea, neighbors Bob and
Fleur Stein (Daniel Pollack and
Carol Rosenfeld) pop in for a

visit. Veiled allusions to Anna 's
illness become more direct until
finally Bob tells Anna point blank
that she's " nuts."
And, of course, the Reardons,
to the embarassment of Fleu r
who works for Ceil, make it clear
that the Steins should " get the
hell out of here." Anna Triesto
add an exclamation point by firing a (b lank) gun at Bob. Once
his ticker gets back in synch, he
laces into the sisters once again.
The· whole exchange draws out
some idiosyncrasies common to
us all and suggests that perhaps
" normal "
needs more

-

Maggie Abeckerly, Georgia Hester and Marlorie fient as the three
Reardon sisters in AND MISS REARDON DRINKS A LITTLE which is
playing at The Whole Theatre Company through April 15th.
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Playwrigh_t Conjures a Negative State
interesting ~• ,d effective if a bit
startling at times and enhanced
Lloyd Groprnan 's beautiful wood
tone sets. The sound design by
Carol Waaser meshed artfully
with the content and the mood .
Douglas C. Wager's direction is
adequate considering what he
had to work with or without.
The fault is the play. A pitiful
exploratory rehash of McLuhan
and Van der Haag it offers no
new insights on the power of the
media nor does it provide any
lucid cognitive directions.
Wallowing in existential rhetoric
the play v'iolates several
acknowledged
theatrical
premises. First and foremost, a
successful show is dependent on
audience appeal and word of
mouth advertising to sustain its
existence. Interest is generated
by audience reaction. This is the
primary fault of "Conjuring An
--f-vent. " It offers nothing for the
audience to react to; thus a com_plete absense of entertainment
val ue. The plo t is thin, su·perficia l and undevelo ped . Extraneou s subplo ts m erely add to
, the con fusio n. Potent ial themes
are never clarified . The produ ction borrows liberally from the
repetoire of other successful
MacIntyre Dixon torments Michael Christopher in American Place Broadway hits including staccato
character monologues and a
Theatre's "Conjuring an bent."
cataloging finale . These techniques are haphazardly integrated '
presentation of the 1977-78 and serve no apparent purpose.
by Lynn Richmond
season, is a drama which details The rationale may be that it
In this case a definite misan overwrought excursion into worked well for other producnomer for if every there was a the manic mind of a newspaper tions so lets show up " Connon-event this is it. Within this
reporter who is obsessed with juring" by utilizing these effects.
void, media madness is the most
the idea of creating history
The skeletal plot deals with
coherent theme that can be
rather than merely recording it. ·charlie, a newspaper reporter
ascertained
from
Richard
" Conjuring An Event" could who is t ired of being a recorder
Nelson 's first Broadway produchave been a good play, all the and observer o f life. His goal is to
tion. " Conjuring An Event," The essential components are there. actuate an event : to be the primal
American Place Theatre's fourth
The lighting by Paul Gallo was cause and
. the ultimate medium.
'

to conjure . One moment
He is joined in this perilous venwheeling, the next railinR at his
ture (we know it is dangerous
student ' s weaknesses he
because we are constantly told
catalyzes the final results . Charlie
by his mate Annabella and his
does conjure an event, he is the
brother Smitty. Initially they
event and causes the event. He
offer emotional support as he
triumphs in becoming an abhones his conceptual senses in
solute participant. It is at the expreparation for the conjuring . As
pense of his relation to reality.
he descends further into insanity
The last unanswered question
their support is replaced by
among many others is who acridicule and eventually fear.
tually won and what was the
Their horror is justified for
prize? For this reason I attended
ultimately Charlie destroys them
the
press conference that
as he methodically eliminates all
followed for I was sure that
superflous stumblings blocks
within all the manical exhorwhich stand in the way of his
tations there must have been a
driven dre am. Signo u rnex
valid point that I had missed. I
Weaver as Anna bella an d Dan
was relieved to discover that the
Hedaya as Smitty offer superb
other reviewers were angry and
performances co nsidering the
puzzled too . They resented as I
limitatio ns o f the d ialo gue. Their
did the waste of time attending a
delivery is lucid, covering a comp re hens i ve p a nararna of. borj_ng ambiguitous play. A further insult was that now there
emotio ns. The aud ie nce is ab le
would be additional wasted efto emp hasize wi th thei r despair
fort as they spent hours attemptas they helplessly observe
ing to analyze the p retensi-ous
Charlie 's breakdown. U nforMicky M o use bullshit. The
tunately thei r functi on in t he
playwrigh t, Richard Nelso n, did
play is t hat of ba ckdrop hu man
noth ing to allev_iate o u r q uand ry,
set pieces arranged to highl ight a
parro ti ng the same response to
M ichael -Cristo fer, an hyster ical
all qu estions, " W hat did it mean
Cha r lie. The contrast is obvio us
to you ?"
for Chr istofer projects Charlie
The only purpose I could fi nd
throughout as an intense abus ive
for this two-hour f iasco is that
paranoid. The sheer physical
just possibly Nelson perpetrated
strength of his performance . is
a deliberate analogy between
admirable but suffers from a lack
the play and the audience. When
of variety within the • role.
Charlie finally achieved the state
Charlie, the screaming juggerof being and nothingness (idea
naut quickly anesthetized the
by Sartre not Nelson) he conaudience and the redundency of
jured an event. By offering the
his spastic gyrations were
monotonously ernbarrasing. It is • audience two hours of this
negative state Nelson may have
difficult to decide if this is the
conjured his own . If this is so I
fault of the direction, the acting
hardily resent being used in this
or the vehicle but the play suffers
fashion . I am equally surprised at
seriously for this defect.
the American Place Theatre
MacIntyre
Dixon
is
which until now has offered only
magnificent af the imaginary
quality entertainment.
coach that tutors Charlie on how

Prefabrication Tries to Recreate Legend
by Barbara Walcoff
The songs, the players, the
current events, the screaming
gir ls in t he balcony , the
soundtrack record , the fan club ..
.everything was .there, at least all
the ingredients that could be incorporated into a staging of the
era of the Beatles were in the
Winter Garden Theatre that
night. NOi This is not a reunion
o f the fab four and best of all, it
doesn ' t pretend to be. It doesn 't
have the wit of the Ruttles but
" Beatlemania " recaptures the
sights and sounds of a magic time
for music.
Beatlemania is a musical and
visual trip from 1960 to 1968 and
because this play is about four ol
the most known and identifiable
characters,-the show must go far
beyond the music and the look
alikes. It is, as the commercials
state, a multi-media experience .
The stage show is fairly simple.
The musicians are placed
together with .their instruments,
speakers and mikes. The rest of
the stage is used to provide
another medium. Large screens
and curtains move on stage
when needed for film clips and
photographs.
It is these screens which make
this play a historical flashback
rather than a musical mockery.
The screens are used in con junction with the songs being
played and either provide a
pleasantly coordinated montage
or a small piece of the past. The
problem w ith the historical
perspective o f the play is that the
songs are not in chronological
order . " Get Back " preceeds " All
You Need Is Love" and " Hey
Jude" comes before " I Arn The
Walrus. "
The screens provide visual
effects that draw the audience 's
attention away from the
musicians which in some scenes
is necessary. Since the actors

cannot look exactly like their
Beatie in every change
throughout the years, the distraction is sometimes welcome.
For instance, during t he early
years, Randy Clar k, portraying
John Lennon , was so far o ff tha t I
wondered why he was cho~en
for the role. When decorated
later with a mustache and beard,
he made a lovely Lennon . ·
The rea l standout in looks,
voice and musical ability has to
be Reed Kail ing who played Paul
McCartney. (Incidentally Mr.
McCartney
has
seen
" Beatlemania " and hated it. )
Although Kai ling is right handed,
that becomes a minor deta il after
the
first
five
minutes.
Throughout the show, Kailing's
hard work and study shows in his
characterization of the Beatie
bassist and he proves time and

time again that · he knows Paul
from 1962-1968. The ti ny
movements, the minor inflections in his voice along with
his close resemblance has made
him the star of the show.
The song that came the closes
to the real thing has to be " The
Long and Winding Road ." Other
standout songs include " A Day
In The Life," " All You Need Is
Love " and " Can ' t Buy Me Love. "
The most outstanding factor
about this show is that the majority of the songs performed are
not mediocre. They are either
terrific or they are absolutely ter'rible. A very few are mediocre
but the majority are a pleasure to
the ears or are ear splitting I Even
if the songs sounded off, the
visual effects usually managed to
save the scene .
Another saving grace for the

Corie's Unisex Styling

musicia ns was the audience
wh ich was made up of a lot of 14
year old girls. These girls chose to
not only applaud , but to add
some screaming at the end of
most numbers. I don' t think the
entire balcqny was pa id to
scream and if they were, I don 't
want to know it. The screaming
added a touch of something that
could not be related from
players on the stage. A new
generation has been turned onto
t he Beatles' music but just like
most things today, the music o f
" Beatie mania "
leaves tha t
synthetic taste in your mouth.

The Jazz Impact will perform a musical program rang-,.
ing from Dixieland to Miles
Davis in Kean College's Little
Theatre on April 3at8:00 P.M.
The concert is free and open
to the publ ic.
The Jazz Impact show offers
a history of jazz with music
and a running commentary by
band leader, Harold Lieberman . Mr. Lieberman, on
, trumpe t and coronet, is
joined by Derek Smith, piano;
Ron Bedford, drums; D ic k
Mildonian, saxophone; and
Linc Millian, bass.

Sip into something
®

So smoot h . Eas y to s ip. D elicious !
Com for t ®'s unlike an y o the r liquor.
I t tas tes ~ood jns t po u red over ice.
That's wh y it makes mixed drinks
taste much b e tte r, too. ·

Wash, Cut, Blow Dry

$12.00
All Other Treatments
½ Price
great with:

Thurs. Eves. Only
2 Mtn. Ave.
Springfield, N.J.

376-6990

Cola • Bitter Lemon
Tonic • orange juice
Squirt ... even milk
SOUTHERN COMFOR T CORPORATION. 100 PROOF LIOU EUR, _
sr LOUIS. MO. 63132
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An Outing Thoreau-ly
· Enjoyed
by Lynn Richmond
Fieldwork in Philosophy? Why
that's absurd ! What co uld you
possibly dol Hang out in an Ivory
Tower and m ed itate o n t he exist en t i a I
mean ing
of
noth ingness? O r perhaps spend
years in a mu sty o ld 'library exam ining crinkly parch ments
searching for the ancient formu I as o f alchemy? Unfortunately most st udents view
the st udy of philosophy in this
dreamy, unpractical fashion .
Dr. George Burtt offers
philosophy in a more acceptable, empirical form, in his
Commun ities an.d Communes
course . The empliasis in this class
as well as in ot hers tha t' he
teaches is the relevant application of social ph ilosophy in
todays highly mechanized
world.
A weekend trip to Stokes State
Forest in conjunction with the
Philosophy Club, for e-xample,
was an e11ercise in which a new
temporary community was
created. Loosely based on an
integration of Fromm 's theories
of human needs, Thoreau 's rejection of societal structures and
just plain fun it provided an enjoyable learning experience for
the participants. It was interesting to note the interaction of
theory and reality as the
numerous members of the community, young and.old, worked
together to fulfill the needs of
the entire group. Jobs were not
preplanned so everyone made a
distict personal contribution.
Male/Female
role
reversals
became evident as the men
cooked and the women
B_athered firewood. All enjoyed

1

such typical activities )Is fi rebuilding, hiking, carving and
story-telling. Old frie ndships
were ren ewed and new o nes
formed.
The child ren made t hemselves
right at home as they searched
fo r Smokey the Bear footpr ints in
the. snow and ran about look ing
fo r Sasquas h. The adults
recounted previous camping experiences in a spirited ~on test of
one-ups-mansh ip. Novices were
assured that poisonous snakes
and carnivorous wolfs were not
an imminent danger.
The food was particularly
delicious. Aleeta and Jessica
gobbled up a pound of Connie
Degnon 's home made granola
while Lori Wainen and John
Degnon exchanged reci pes for
whole wheat bread. Everyone
reminisced about the go·od old
days when their grandmothers
used to bake tons of homemade
goodies. A beatnik snowman of

indeterminable sex and
conehead appearance was
constructed
while the
cheeseburgers charbroiled and
t he tea was strained. If the external tempe ratures were st il l a bit
frig id t he fellowship wa s not and
it was great to leave all the pressures of homework, housewor k
and jobs behind in the civil ized
(l) world .
The relaxed easy going atmosphere
and
genuine
camarderie w as a welcome reprieve before t he intense m idterm cramming : Various ideas
were discussed and plans were
consolidated for fu t ure projects.
D ifficulties concerning up-coming events such as " People
Garden ing," a campus garden
scheduled to go into operation
with a few weeks, and
" Mobilization for Survival" the
Kean College Teach- In, were
ironed out.

Connie Degn.in .ind Aleet.i Schenesky construct .i snow penon during Philosophy Fieldwork.

Despite some wet-feet and
good-natured grumbling about
cleaning up the enclosed lean-

tos the weekend was a resounding success; in fact a reunion is
being planned for next year.

Teach In

Religion Panel Planned
by Cathy McMullen
On Monday, April 10, campus
organizations . including the
Philosophy Club will sponsor a
program which is entitled
Mobilization for Survival Day.
One of the workshops, which
will be presented will be dealing
with the subject of Humanism in
Religion.
The workshop is a dual
collaboration of Father Rich
Garcia and Rabbi Lichtman, from
the Kean Campus Ministry. It will
be entitled Dynamic Humanism

in Judaic-Christian Culture. It
will begin at 8:00 and run until
9:30 a.m. Ample time will be left
for discussion and student participation is certainly encouraged. Other wo~kshops will
continue throughout the day until ten in the evening.
An interview with Fr, Garcia
and Rabbi Lichtman revealed
that there was a basic question of
"Why religious groups are
interested in social issues" ? Fr.
Garcia intervened that primarily
this campus is " divided into two

Military Spending Questioned

programs to lag behind the rate
of inflation. How can we justify
and Donna LaVerdi
this misappropriation of needed
Are you feeling the money funds? Must we defend our
cru nch? Do you borrow books country so well from without,
that you can 't afford? Why can 't tha t we deteriorate fro m within?
we, college grads, fi nd jobs in Shou ld militar y spendi ng have
the high priority that it does
our particular field s?
This year President Carter has have?
proP,osed a military budget of
These questions have caused a
$128.4 billions, a $10 billion in- great deal of concern. In order to
rectify this situation a movement
crease (3.4% of real growth
above inflation) for the Pentagon of individuals and organizations
while allowing ·most emhas formed called Mobilization
for Su rviva I. They started
ployment,
community
development, and social service_ because they believe that the

by Bernard Hoplock

Professor P.iul M.iyer

survival of the people
everywhere is threatened by the
proliferation of nuclear fuel and
weapons and the escalating arms
race.
On April 10, as a part of the
Kean College Teach-I n Professor
(Reverend) Paul M ayer will conduct a workshop on "Human
Needs Vs. Military Spending."
Mayer is a yery concerned man
who has been active in the Peace
Movement, Civil
Rights
Movement, a member of Sea
Alliance and the conveener for
the National Religions Task
Force of the Mobilization for
Survival. He has seen the devastating effects of war since his
early childhood having to flee
Germany at an early age. He has
toured Vietnam and has seen the
starving and homeless others
have not.
He and his co-workers are
currently informing the people
on how. to change the system.
The strengths of this movement
depends upon the number of
people involved.
During the months of May and
June the United Nations will
hold its forst special assembly on
disarmament in New York City
and other major cities. The
Mobilizations for Survival is
plann in g
ma ssive
demo nstrations
nationwide.
Thei r purpose is to inform the
govern ments o f th'e world on
how the people feel about the
arms race. There w il l be
represen tatives from a wide·
variety of fi elds (labor unions,
religious
organ i zations ,
women 's groups, etc.) and from
different coun t ries (Germany,
Russia, Holland, Japan, Belgium,
etc.)
r
The group seeks to make
everyone aware of the state of
spending in the present day :
• For every $1 billion dollars
spent on defense contracts

predominant religious groups
that of Christianity and Judaism,
who are involved in society no
matter how loosely." Rabbi
Lichtman stated that " minimal
interest among both the Christian and Jewish students on campus concerning religious issues is
present. "
" Students must
realize, " Fr. Garcia replied, " that
if they practice any religion or
have any moral values, they
should feel obligated to help
their fellow man. "
The Philosophy Club has done

a considerable amount of work
on the _Mobilization for Survival
Day program in general and on
this workshop specifically. In
their efforts they have tried to
locate interested groups and
organizations and urge their
support.
The d_ays program encompasses a broad spectrum of
relevant issues which will appeal
to students social, academic and _
personal needs.

The Dynamic Humanism in .
Judaic-Christian
workshop's
planned presentation tor this day
about 55,000 jobs are created but the same billion would
includes the use of " Biblical
create 76,000 jobs to build public references, examples portraying
housing, or hire 77,000 nurses or religious issues which concern us
daily and relevant social issues."
100,000 teachers.
·
• The $55,000 spent for one Father Garcia stated that " hisNavy " Surface Effect Ship" could torical background informat ion
fund Dayton for a new rail mass on both religious groups w ill be
utilized as well, although it w ill
transit system .
• Fo r every M 60 Tan k (cost : be o n a broader structure."
$630,000) we could buil d 14 " A udio visual materials will be
single family homes at $45,000 . another pos-sibility summoned to
convey this information. Our
each.
• For every M15 fighter plane workshop on Christian-Judaic
(cost : $16,000,000) we could run Culture is nearing completion,
a power plant, fueled by gar- student input will be invaluable
bage, large enough to heat in determining what aspects o f'"
downtown Baltimore.
· the presentat ion were exThese facts illustrate the poirft tended. " Rabbi Lichtman plans
that the nation 's high priority for to use this ascenturated
military spending is inconsistent framework to make a few starand
with the immediate needs of the ti in g "declarations
proclamations to illicit a student
people.
Shifting the massive amounts response. Hopefully student parof money spent on armaments to ticipation will be a significant
civilian jobs would create more element in the presentation. "
jobs and increase the ava ilability Modern attitudes of Jewish
of energy, housing and mass students and the attitudes of
transit - driving down the price Christian ·students dealing with
of these vital goods as well as social and religious occurances
will be thoroughly explored .
raising our standard of living.
In conclusion Father Garcia
Mobilization For Survival cafls
and Rabbi Lichtman stated that
upon Congress to:
• Redress the imbalance they feel the Teach-In should be
between domestic expenditures a resounding success as it is the
and expenditures for the Pen- · first effort made by a concerned
gro up of students to reac~ the
tagon by transferring funds, such
as called for by t he Congres- entire student body in a consional Transfer A mend ment. The siderable amount o f time.
On their workshop in pa rt h r ust
of
the
Tr ansfer
ticular, both workshop co nAmendment is to move money
from programs not necessary to ducters asserted t hat " m inima l
response from both Jewish and
our national de f ense to
student s
seems
programs tha t address human Christ ian
evident, due to the ear ly hour
needs in ways that are accountable and responsive to the when many students have classes
prob lems of people in our com- or will want to sleep. We' ll j ust
play it by ear and hope for
munities, and
success." Finally, Fr. Garcia
• Establish a national converrecommended this workshop for
sion program that provides for
any students or faculty members
retraining
and employment
involved in religion departments
guarantees to former defense
or the Humanities. All students
workers and to provide for the
should be interested in the
economic revitalization of com Teach-In for ultimately it is your
munities and industries affected
environment, your world and
by reductions in defense spenyour survival.
ding.
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To Everything There. is a ·Season...

·. ~

...

Photo by Uaniel Pyle

We have certainly had more than our share of winter's weather this year.-

(

Phoco b y Spandano

Although many were' discouraged by the snows some people enjoyed, it immensely.

Phoco

Trudging to and from classes during snow storms became

ii

by Spandano

Fre
pas

pastime for many studenb.

...And ta Time· Ft
I

J

Bare trees and deadened grass became beautiful when touched by Ms. N'ature and Mr. Frost.

For example - A College Birthday Party which featured "Wes Houston

M;arch 30, 1978
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Photo by Ralph Abbate

t Spring is definitely upon us, people return to the outdoors to enfoy warmer temperatures.

With warmer weather lurking about, winter coats and clothes begin to
transform into summer wear.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Photo by Ralph Abbate

r and sunshine bring relief to students who spent most of the
son indoors.

Photo by Ralph Abbate

With snow and ice finally gone, tennis and basketb.ill courts wlll once asaln be In constant use.

Every Purpose ·

~.
Photo by Vaniel Pyle

Star Space Band."

Photo by Vaniel Pyle

A last fling before vac.ilion, this Birthday P.irty which celebrated Ke.in's _
:.!0th year, was held on March 16th.

'

Photo by Daniel Pyle

Party goers danced to help celebr.ite Kean's Birthd.iy.
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Play ·Worth At Least Thruppence
by Cathy McMullen
Entering the small church,
renovated as the Actor's Cafe in
Bloomfield was a pleasant experience. The theatre in the
round motif was unsheltered by
the typical acuterments - no
curtain was utilized and the
audience was very close to t he
stage. A small table, a few chairs
and a staircase were the only
props present. The audience sat
in a comfortable atmosphere cand lel it tables, chairs surround ing pews. Some viewers
brought their own snacks and
w ine.
~uddenly the side door
opened and t he cast emerged .
They were dressed in peasant
costumes with the exception of a
young gentleman clad in a black
tuxedo complete with top hat,
cane and gloves. The theatre was
silent as the smell of warm wax
engulfed the air and everyon~

where we find Mac explaining to
Nisivoccia and Loretta Wolf illus- determ ined to term inate it.
The scene changed abruptly as
Jenny tha t he has some business
trated the various foibles as bitch y Mrs. Peachum entered with the tu xedo clad soloist rearto take care of - he doesn't
her ever present cup and soon,. ranged the furni tu re on stage
ment ion that it involves Jen ny
con taining substances much until it became a stab le.
and a cath ou se . Jen111y
stro nger than t he expected tea. M acHeath, hi~ own band of
i mm ediate l y n otifies Mrs.
As th e beggars were led away the beggars and Polly mean dered in
Peachum and Mac is arrested .
Peachu ms discussed t he actions to d iscuss Polly becom ing M ac's
MacHeath portraye d cono f their chi ld t he lovely sweet bride . A mock ceremon y was
vincing ly by Bob Coll ins has an
naive Polly. Linda Fedesco (Polly) performed by a supposed
excellent vo ice
and stage
has a lovely voice w ith profes- reverend and all were joyous.
presence.
Once
again
the
scene
changed
sional potential. Karen DeMauro
When Mac is forced to enand Mrs. Pea chum · was a in the precise manner executed
coun
ter his· two wives, t he
previously.
The
wholehearted
delightfully snide contrast.
The fam ily d iscussion con- disapproval of the bride 's sheriff's daughter is the one who
is pregnant, he escapes from
tinued with t he name MacHeath parents was made known to Polly
Newgate prison but is recapconstantly mentioned. It was as she visited them in their
tured \yith a second betrayal by
revealed that the time and place beggar's outfit shop. Knowing
Jenny. The sheriff does not want
of the play was London during MacHeath to be a thief among
Mac to hang because of their
Queen Victoria 's coronation theives Mr. Peachum was in
fr
iendship but is forced to by Mr.
although none of the performers favor o f contacting the Sheriff,
Peachum who threatens to have
spoke in an English dialect. It was . well-played by Bob McCabe. No
his beggars disrupt the Que~n ';
obvious that the Peachums stranger to the Sheriff, Mac and
Coronation . Just as Mac is about
disapproyed of their daughter's he had engaged in song at the
to be hung an offstage converrelationship with the likes of Mr. wedding, reminising about their
sation arises between the direcMacHeath and were strongly relationship in the " Army Song. "
tor and the cast who decide that
Mrs. Peachum halts any furthey will substitute a .new enther marital relations by forcing
Polly to remain with her parents. ding. A messenger (Don Sheffrin) gallops through the
Contacting Jenny Diver, a prosaudience with a pardon from the
titute, expertly played by Celeste
Queen .
Mancinelli with a proposition no
one could resist. She offers to
Although the first Act moves
called " SHEAF." He has also
Sella role, Carlene Vattelena, G.L. pay Jenny for information leadslowly the second and third acts
devoted much time to writing
Fanning, Dennis Dubin and ing to the arrest of MacHeath . compensate for this defect. The
vocal talent in the later acts was
poetry, prose, and dissertations
Daniel Lamberti. Faculty Ad- Act One concludes · as Jenny
excellent ahd the story flowed
on life in general, emotional
visors are Dr. Daniel O'Day and sings " A Ship In The Bay" with
fantastic explicitness and ex- smoothly. The surprise finish was
feelings, and social and cultural
Dr. Elizabeth Huberman.
a delightful finale for a delightful
happenings. He is currently a
Although the deadline for cellent vocal range.
Act Two returns to the stable play by a wonderful cast .
Major in Public Administration
submissions of March 15 for the
and also serves as counselor for
1978 issue has passed, new items
RUTH GORDON AT KEAN COLLEGE
CASA, a community agency serare now being accepted and
Kean College is presenting
Ms. Gordon, who started
ving alcoholics 'in Newark.
carefully filed for the 1979
" An Evening With Ruth Goracting in 1915 as Nibs in " Peter
Other staff members include ed ition of the " Grub Street
don " in the college's Wilkins
Pan," will do some presenProse Editor Daniel Lamberti
Writer. "
Theatre for the Performing
tations from works of her
who is also the playwright,
Later in the semester, the staff
Arts on April 10 at 8:00 P.M.
choice. She has appeared in
producer and director of " Tears will sponsor a guest speakerfrom
Advance tickets are required
over one hundred stage
and Fists" to be seen on April 6 at th~ literary world . Time and
for Ms. Gordon 's appearance.
productions .
8 p.m . in the Vaughn-Eames
place are to bl;! announced soon.
In an effort to acquaint
Theater; Poetry Editor Dennis
Dubin who h.as been writing students and others with literary
poetry for some years; Art Editor and artistic trends and
procedures in conjunction with
Harry Drew, a Fine Arts Major accomplished mainly in Painting publish ing, all are encouraged to
r
and drawing as well as other visi t the literary magazine's oflfledia; Joan McNichol who is fice in Room 307-C in the Willis
There are some highlights to
by Ed Faver
now serving a second term as Bu ild ing. Hours are posted on
Did yo u ever to to t he movies the film, such as Henry Winkler.
Managi_ng Editor; Layout Directhe door. Apropos o f t his purThe fi1m is set in the mid 50's,
tor Darlene Vattelena who is an pose, the sta ff w ill host a " get-ac- and see so m ething t,hat you
English Majo r instru mental in q ua inted " party o n Frida y, Apri l li ked, but really d idn 't like? It when wrestl ing was just starting
to make it on TV and Wi n kler's
pio neeri ng the new fo rmat; and 7, starting at 1 :40 p .m. in its of- sounds odd, but such is t he excharacter
is t he exact o pposite of
perience
t
hat
I
had
w
ith
The
One
Loraine Lang, Executive Secre- fice; and th is event wi ll be open
And O nly, Henry Winkler's latest that character he plays on Happy
tary who takes care of the office to the public. Refreshments will
attempt at big screen success. . Days. W inkler is a dynamo who is
procedures. Staff photography is be served. Comments, quesThe One And Only is a very on camera constantly, but the
done by Du Wayne. Those on the tions, and suggestions will be
human
comedy about love and interest in him never wans. He
Editorial Committee are Eileen welcomed.
has one particularly hilarious
show business and finding the
right combination of both . scene in which he tries to get into
Henry Winkler plays Andy bed after having been beaten
Schmidt, a no-talent schmuck horribly in his first bout. The
with a tremendous amount of sight of him covered with ace
~
bandages lend an almost clowndrive and ego. He is convi nced
like image to Winkler's everthat he is headed for stardom.
&"Penl'U9, S'7Ut'J21t7 etJ'lnt&L aMlt
Oh yes, one other th ing-Andy's growing list of abilities .
Winkler is not the only delight
behavior borders on the insane.
If it is crazy and Will attract atten- of The One And Only; there are
7,118-. ~-(3't{;t?.;t;ff(!/tt.64'1< ~ ~04,<;"D
also Gene Saks and Herve
tion, Andy will do it.
Villechaize. Saks plays Andy's
~
Well, love comes Andy's way
acid- tongued,
constipated
in the form of a nice, normal
manager, who has the best lines
sorority girl, blandly played by
in the film. He-delivers a constant
Kim Darby. After stealing her
barrage of one liners that won't
from her med school fiance, they
give you a chance to catch your
marry and move to New York
breath. Villechaize is Andy's
where Andy hopes to hit it big
pint-sized friend, Milton and the
and eventually does-as a probutt of many of Saks' jokes, who,
fessional wrestler. Andy puts
in his own words, " gets laid an
career ahead of family ·and the
in'credible amount of times." His
bulk of the film deals with Andy
mo ment of hilarity comes in a
trying to balance his life so we
can have the necessary happy scene where he openly tried to
sed uce Po lly Holliday, w ho p lays
end ing in t he last reel.
I
M y description mi ght be a bit And y's mother-i n-law.
·From all t his pra ise, it sounds
sketchy, but, unfortu nately, so is
like The One And Only is a huge
t he filrn . Steve Gordon 's script
hit, ri ght? We ll, the perfor-.
follows the fa miliar boy/girl formances are about all there is to
mu la, but leaves big gaps in early
the pictu re. Steve Gordon has
character development and
T;
'1@j]
written some fi ne jokes and
director Ca rl Reiner uses action
some f unny situations, but it is
montages
to
the
pqint
where
it
~~
rJ>G,rNt.f3-®
very loose and Reiner never
becomes a visual cliche. We see
brings it together. The best part
shot after shot of Andy learniag
of the film is the fa ct that Henry
to wrestle, Andy wrestling, night
Winkler is very appealing on the
after night and trains moving
through the night to inform us screen and could make the tran~,ka~$a(£~~r/c('~
that Andy is traveling. It isn 't a sition to films if he chooses his
ROOM CO LLEG E CEKrER , 143
TELEPHONE 5!7 - !046
properties more carefully. If he
horrible crime to use this techniA/11)
TUC CVENI//G STI/Vf/lT COU//Cll OfF!CC ICC· 111 I
Te,lep/\one 5!7-!121
doesn 't, his role in The One And
que; it's just uninspired, in a way
Only might be just that.
like a television movie.
sat back to enjoy t his prod uction
of Three Penny Opera, written
by Bertolt Becht and Kur t Weill.
Struttin g down the aisles the
players gestured and soliliq uized
on their way to the stage. Reachin g t h eir des t inati on the
spotligh t centered on Gerry
_
A ppel, the streetsinger who d id
an impressive rendi t ion of " Mac
the Kn ife." He was soon surrounded by numerous beggars
as he narrated t he plot of this
musical. Three Penny Opera was
so named because only the poor
and the beggars could afford to
see and appreciate it.
After Appel completed his
solo, Mr. Peachum played by Al
Brown appeared. Speaking with
a new beggar Filch , appropriately
named
and
delightfully portrayed by Don
Sheffrin, he detailed' the trials
and tribulations of expert
beggary. Kathy Lombardy, Peter

Grub Street Plans New
Format For Spring Issue
by Hazel Hardgrove
Great anticipation is awaiting
the new format of the 1978 issue
of the " Grub Street Writer," the
literary magazine of Kean
College. This annual publication ,
due for distribution early in May
will feature a revised style similar
to LIFE Magazine but a but
smaller in size.
It will be filled w ith poetry,
: prose, short stories, and other
literary offerings as well as art
work. Although the majority of
subm issions are the creations of
Kean students, entries are
accepted from all over the world.
The art and writings are carefully
reviewed by the Editorial Board
as well as being scrutinized by
the various other editors. Staff
members maintain that anyone
whose work is published " can
consider it as an achievement in
his or her literary or artistic
ca reer."
Head ing the impet us of the
new upli fting chan ges is Frank
McIntyre, the Editor-in-Ghief,
who states that in his opinion,
"This year's 'Gru b Street Writer'
will be on a par, if not better than
any colle1e literary magazine on
the East Coast. It will also be
published in full four-color reproduction as well as black and
white." He also stressed that,
"Our primary goal is to meet the
needs of the creative community
of tl:le Kean College population.
Our encouragement of creativity
not only- includes the written
word in English as well as in other
languages, but also features artistic endeavors of drawing,
painting,
graphics,
and
photography."
Referring particula rly to
writing, he replied, "Every
college student has to write at
one time or another; and we
want to encourage them in the
creative area. If Kean College is
going to grow and become fully
recognized, then Wt;! think that
this literary publication is going
to be a great help in futhering its
fi ne image."
·
When asked about its title, he
explained, " Grub Street cou Id
be anyth ing t hat o ne wa nts it to
be. . .perhaps rem iniscent of
Greenwich Village -w ith a lot of
~riters or painters in a creative
environment. I am talking about
people who are really struggling
to get recognized out of the
" grub." It does not refer to those
who are established . If you want
to get recognized , you can start
at -Grub Street. "
Editor McIntyre has served in
the same capacity twice before
on two issues of the Union
College
literary
publication

Appeall.~ng Performances

''One and Only'' Joy
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SHAKTI (with John Mclilushlin):
NATURAL ELEMENTS - Columbia JG 34167
This is a great album. It's such a
breath of fresh air, coming out in
a time when, as I've said before,
many so-called 'fusion' artists are
becoming ' bullshit' artists. This is
about as far from today's sick android music as you're go ing to
get. But let me define 'fusion,' in
the context o f this al bum. Fusi o n
is music which takes fr o m severa l
styles at o nce and co mbines
them to create somet hing new .
Jazz-rock is the most popu lar
form of f usion. Classical and
folk-rock are other fo rms of
fusion. Shakti is h,1 sion . How, you
ask, ca n I say t hat? There are no
synthesizers, o r blaring electric
guitar licks wi th phase shifters
and oth er elect ronic toys . Tr ue,
John Mclaughl in was involved
w ith another form of fusion
severa l years ago. And this is a
pleasant change, beginning with
t he f irst album, some two years
ago.
There is not an electric
instrument on the album, but the
music is electrifying. Some of the
songs will even pass you up and
leave you behind. I know, It
happened to me the first time I
listened to it. L. Shankar (violin,
and re"lative of sitar virtuoso Ravi
Shankar) and John Mclaughlin
(acoustic guitar) test each other's
limits incessantly, and when they
occasionally meet on a lick that
they have in common , it's a
revelation . The music can either
be called Eastern music with
Western influences, or visa versa.
There are tablas, tanbouras, and
other Eastern instruments. Bur
the rhythms and melodies could
be anything from rock to jazz to
latin . And there are vocals. No
words, though. Just harmonious
singing (you know-ahh 's and all
that), and Indian scat singing.
Th is album also marks the
departure of two major forces in
his life. He has broken ties with
his gu ru, Sri Chinmoy, and also
borken up with his wife, st ill a
devotee o f Chinmoy . He also
gets somewhat seculijr cin this Lp
and proves that he does have a
sense of humor (note: " Get
Down And Sruti " ), as opposed to
the ambiguously religious t itles

~c

of his Mahavishnu days (note:
Between Nothingness and Eternity, Inner Worlds, My Goals
Beyond, etc.). In any case, this is
the best of the Shakti offerings,
and although I miss the 'electronic-ness' of the " Birds of Fire"
period (musically speaking, of
course), it's a hell of a lot better
than the limbo he was in, during
the last incarnation of the
Mahavishnu Orchestra of the
' Inner Worlds' album. But this is
a fine and pleasant Ip. It may not " '
be for everbody, but it's not trying to be, and the people it is for,
will enjoy it immensely.
Bob Trupiano
Editor-Musik Box
WKCU
FO G HAT LIVE
It doesn't matter if yo u're w ith
"disco" o r if it's " country'' you
prefer. This reco rd has j ust got to
make you get up and boog ie. I'm
glad there are bands such as Fog
Hat still around alive.and kicking,
showing people true rock ' n roll
rhythm and blues. I'm including
the work punky to describe Fog
Hat Live not to mean Ramone
Music but to emphasize the hard
drivin ' , street flavored boogie
which constitutes this rock ' n
roll. This may 'be confusing to
those who associate punk solely
to new wave music. If so, look for
Little Richard's greatest hits or try
CBS-FM for awhile. Is there no
hope for Rock and Roll?
Today many rock bands consider themselves to be rock ' n
rollers with their contemporary
experimentations trying to mix·
rock with classical or sound
sophisticated ·by leaning toward
" disco" or just plain too much
" bubblegum." But like· the
L.1.N.Y. bands will tell you " it
isn 't rock and roll. "
Fog Hat Live is truly a dynamite
album if you want to hear solid
rock at its best. (Decant Meat
Loaf).
Alphonso Johnson'
· Spellbound
Rock music and progressive
jazz with the aid of synthesizers
and melotrons in Spellbound
signify the contemporary trend
in young music today.
One feels a touch of early King
Crimson or something from

Invite the bunch ...
Mix a great, big bucke,t full of

-~~n Hooooo~e Pun~h?
Serves 32 . .. tastes like a super cocktail!
G rea test drink ever invented! Mi x a batch in advance,
add ice -and 7UP at the last minute . .. serve the crowd
right out of the bucket ! Smooth ' n delicious. Wow!

W orTlen Meet
Math and Science

.

Mahavishna Orchestra but the
form and composition of
Spellbound is much better - a
mellow and very interesting
album .
by Mark Russomanno

.
,

Al Stewart - The Early Years
Reissues are usually released
for one of two reasons: A.
because of the artists success,
people will buy anything you put
his name on, or B. for collectors.
In most cases reason 8 is strictly
secondary and incidental to
reason A, which boils down to
bucks. Fortunately for those who
buy this album just because it has
Al Stewart's- name on it, it con tains some very good material. I
think, ho wever, t hat this album is
best o ft in the hands of a collector, or A l Stewart devot ee.
It's a good reference album,
t hat is, an album to show us
where Al Stewa rt is com ing from,
and compare it to today. But to
the average rock listener, that's
about where it ends.
by Al Schaefer

Reci pe:

One 6-oz . can frozen orange juice

(Continued from page 6)
matter how robustly you may
proclaim this as your personal
preference, is not going to
remind your guests of a Lucullan
banquet.
Let us reflect further. You can
buy frozen hors d 'ouerves,
which after a spell in the oven,
taste like hot soap instead of cold
soap. Or you can have the
widder-woman from the other
side of town prepare a few trays
and you can modestly admit
them to be your own. In this
case, just don't wait around for
questions as to the recipe, and by
all means don 't employ an unpunctual widder-woman who
delivers her wares in the middle
o f your party and stays on to ask
the people how they like her
work. They m ight wind up at her
house.
No. If you want to be simple
about it, get a fine cheese as big
as a wagon wheel , and put ten
thousand crackers and a dozen
silver knives around it; get a
bucket o f caviar, and surround it
w ith slivers of lemon, shredded
white raw onion to sprinkle on it,
more thousands of crackers and
butter knives. At least with this
you've admitted tha~ you 're lazy
but that you ' re willing to spend
some dough on your friends.

One 6-oz . can frozen lemonade
Chill ingredients . M ix in bucket,
adding 7UP last. Add a few drops
foo d coloring (optio nal) an d stir
· /1gnt1y. Add ice , orange, lemon
slices . Looks and tastes great!

~••fll/rJJ<!ffir!JJ!JJ C• •l t1r!ll

You know it 's got to be g ood . . . when it 's made w ith

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION, 100 PROOF LIQUEUR. SL LOUIS. MO . 63132

®

by Ellen Curcio
Kean College of New Jersey and the Division of Women of the State
of New Jersey will sponsor a major conference, " Encounter Of A New
Kind : Young Women Meet Math and Science," on Friday, April 7th
from 9:00 a.m. through 4:30 p.m . and at Downs Hall on the Kean
College campus in Union. The program is a one-day workshop for
high-school students, grades nine through eleven, their parents,
teachers and guidance councelors, and community leaders.
The program format will begin with a morning general session and
key11ote speech presenting Dr. Jewel Plummer Cobb, Dean of
Douglass College on "Science - ·The Critical Filter For Women. " A
panel of professional women: Maureen Greenbaum, senior project
analyst, The Exxon Corporat ion, Dr. Sandra Lee Hazra, :physician,
Virginia Jones, a project engineer, and Dr. Sigrid McAfee, research
physicist, both of Bell La boratories, will respo nd to the central
problem as presented by Cobb. In late morning Dr. Bonnie M . Kind
and Dr. Susan Marchand w ill lead, Women And Math Don't M ix -A
Myth1, one of t hree grou p d iscussions scheduled concu rrent ly. Dr.
Judith Rosent hal o f Kean 's facul ty and counseling psychol ogist Dr.
Betsey Brown w ill discuss Lookins·out For Number O ne - On SelfReliance, Self-Support, and Dr. Glen n Thatcher, chair of Kean's Industrial Stud ies depa rtmen t and D r. Margaret Blair, recently retired
from t he New Jersey D ivision o f Voca tional Education, will outline
problems of Career Plannins for a Technological Job Market, duri ng ·
this morn ing t im e-frame .
Students and educators wi ll break fo r a "Working Lunch," w ith the
New Jersey Uti lities Association .
The wo rkshop's afternoon program wi ll foll ow two tracks. Stud ents
will enjoy a walkins tour pf Kean 's campus visiting its computer
center, the weather station, and the management science, industrial
studies, biology, chemistry/physics, and mathematics departments.
In each location students will have the opportunity to partici pate in
mini-workshops and demonstrations and to meet Kean faculty and
students .
-

Gourmand Hangs Around

Warning : Do not make up
chicken salad, tunafish salad,
mixed cream-cheese-olivesawdust-combination salad,
spread on bread, cut oft the
crust, and then slice into little
oblongs or triangles. Your guests
will hate your forever and quite
rightly.

One fi ft h Southern Com fo rt
3 q uar_ts 7 U P
6 oz . fr es h le m on juice .

Pase 13

Warning: After a number of
drinks, people will not eat t idbits. After a point, if you w ish
them to stay, you must serve
ham, roast turkey, 'chicken a la
kings, lobster Newburg or
dinner. Do not try to foist off on
someone standing aloof
visual izing a roast sirloin - a bit o f
deviled egg, o nly slightly speckled w ith cigarette ashes.
In other words, do it right or
don 't do it.
Confusion Control: If you live

in an apartment house, you can
save yourself a lot of running
around every time the bell rings,
if you leave the front door open.
The parking of coats and hats
could be simplified if guests, as
they enter, can see at a glanc_e
where they are to stash their

things. Perhaps o ~ tables (or borrowed hat racks) by the door - or
placed right out in the-hall - if
you can trust your neihborsl If
the coats are to be put in
separate bedrooms, have signs
conspicously displayed bearing
arrows.

The Statewide Coalition Of
Latin American Students is having its fi rst annual conference on
Saturday April 29 . The program
will run from 9:00 a.m. until 6:30
p.m.

should also take part in th is
conference. There will be
speakers from law schools,
med ic al , busine ss and
engineering.
The SCOLAS conference w ill
be held at Livingston College Beck Hall. Lunch w ill be served at
the student cafeteria in Ti llet
Hall.
Our target is to get at least 150
students
throughout
the
colleges of New Jersey. We want
students who are on the ball,
who are involved with some
school
activities, dubs
or
organizations.
The Latin American Students
will meet to finalize the
conference on April 1 at
Fairleigh Dickinson University in
Teaneck.
The Coordinating Committee
of SCOLAS would like to see new
faces at their next· meeting. I'll
see you there. ·

The conference is a vehicle for
motivation . Its purpose is to
motivate students to be able to
-deal with the college administration to help reach others
in time of need and to unite
them for a better means of communications.
During the first half of the day
w i ll
be
workshops in
organizational planning such as
activities, organizing clubs, writing constitutions, school funding
and parliamentary procedures.
The second part will be on career
planning with discussions on majors, job trends, resume writing
and self-employment.
We feel that graduate schools
Las elecciones de las
organizacion de estudiantes de
. Kean Collegesedioacaboel9de
marzo en el Centro Estudiantile.
La cual fue una gran victoria para
los Hispanos que unidos trabajaron fue·rtemente para lograr
con segu ir la v ictoria del ;
Presiden te, Ray Parente; Assi st ant T reasure r, Danny
Lemberg; Assistant Secretary,
D iana lbarria, y N.S.A. Coord inator Lillian Marrero.
Es importante entender que
para lograr esta gran victo ri a se
tuvo que trabajar mucho. Les
damos las gracias a todos que nos

ajudaron.
Lillian y Diana les dan las
gracias a todos que les ajudaron
con su respaldo en estas elecciones. Diana dijo, " Deseo que
todos sepan que estan cordialmente envitados a v isitar m i
o fi cina cuando gusten." Lill ian ,
" Se acabaron las elecciones y
siento que su apoyo todavia se
necesita."
Todos las Hispanos estan muy
contento con estas elecciones.
Esperamos que el proxi mo ano
corran mas · H ispanos para la
directiva. Les d eseamos mucha
suerte a la nueva directiva.
Gracias.
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Josten's College
Jewelry Representative
Will Be Here Fo r

Deluxe features are now available
at your bookstore at no extra charge.

Monday, April 3, 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. College Center
Tuesday, April 4, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. College Cen ~er
5 p.m.-8 p.m. Hutchinson Hall

What club is a rotary sponsored service club comprised
of young adults ages 18
through 28, is interested in
community, vocational and
international service, and is
now being formed at Kean
Collegel Give upl O.K. Ifs
called Rotaract that's what.
What are Rotaracfs aims and
goalsl Give up againl First to
pr o mote i nte r person al
re lation ships
am o ngst
me mbers by combining fu n
raisen with fund raisers to
help the needy both locally
and internationally. Seco nd
to promote high ethical standards in business and professions, and third to practice
these ideals in personal,
business and community life,
and last but not least to
promote int e rnational
understanding and good will.
Who runs Rotaractl We do,
the members, with the
guidance of our sponsoring
Rotary Clubs. Last question,
Why join Rotaractl This one
yo u can' t give up on so easily.
To find the answer, please
come to one of our meetings
on Monday nights 7:40 in
Willis 202. Hope to see you
there!
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MurderbyDeM
COUJMBIA PICI1JRES ,..,...., " RI\Y
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Production
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NFJL SIMON'S "MURDER IIY DFA1lf

MURDER BY DEATH
Sunday, April 2 at 7 :30
in the T.P.A. - 25¢

Mobilization For Survival
Kean College Teach-In
I
I

I

DYNAMIC HUMANISM IN
THE JUDAIC CHRISTIAN CULTURE
Downs Hall, 8:00-9:30 a.m . .
How can religion fit into a
survivalist world? In a rapidly
increasing environment of
isolation does humanism pay

om

Conductors : Father
Richard Garcia, Rabbi Joseph
Lichtmann (Kean College
Campus Ministry)

I

What w ill the w orld be like in the years to come? How wi ll people be able to cope in the fast-paced,
ever-changing american modern world?
I
These questions among many others will be examined during the Mobilization for Survival Day to be
' held at Kean College on Monday, April 10th.
The day is designed to-acquaint the students and the public with the problems of living and surviving in
1 an accelerated society. The planned workshops will offer discussions on such relevant issues as sexism,
1
racism, ageism and world peace . The Teach-In will begin at eight o 'clock in the morning and run until ten
o 'clock in the evening. It is structured sequentially so that more than one workshop ca n be attended.
Utilizing a w ide diversity of formats many of the workshops will feature media presentations. " Guess
1
Who's Com ing To Breakfast" will be a highlight f ilm in the World Hunger Workshop and " The Last Slide
Show" with narration by Allen Swenson will run a total of four times throughout the day.
1
Literature detailing the various issues will be available in Downs Hall for t hose who would like additional information or wish to delve further into these concerns. For those who cannot participate directly this is an excellent method to obtain an idea of the numerous concepts which will be discussed.
Sponsored by the Philosphy Club, Mobilization for Survival is a joint student effort. The speakers will be
donating their time in support of this worthy venture.
I
Eventually everyone will have to deal with these crucial social issues for the future can only be
postponed not avoided. Mobilization for Survival is an outstanding opportunity to get a headstart on the
future right nowl
·

ALTERNATIVES TO
DESTRUCTION
Downs Hall, 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Certain cultural environments lead to destructive
behavior. How can we create
more useful environments?
This workshop includes exper iments in competitive
behavior.
Conductor: Robert Allen
(Director of Human Resource
Institute)

Free Admission - Pub lic and Students Invited
SEXISM IN THE
JOB MARKET
Downs Hall, 9:30-10:30 a.m.
Despite all legislation does
sex ism still exist in the job
market? How can we stop it. .
.or wo rk around it?
Conductor: Ruth M cClain
(Delegate to Internatio nal
Woman's Conference, Director of Human Resources in
Newark)

THE ASSERTIVE WOMAN

THE LAST
' SLIDE SHOW
Do wns Hall, 11 :30 a.m.-12:00
p .m .
A 20 min ute color slide
show with tape cassette
mar ration projecting w hat life
w ill be li ke afte r 2000 and t he
prob lems people w ill 'face.
Conductor: SANE (A citizen's orga nization for a sa ne
world)

LEGISLATED EQUALITY DOES IT WORKl
Downs Hall, 3: 00-4: 00 p .m .
• Does legislated equality create mo re problems than it was
designed to so lve? What w ill it m ean in years to come?
Conductors: Gil bert Rozier, Director; Harold Hasan, Asst.
Directo r (Urban League of Union County)

Monday
April 1

AGEISM -THE
SILENT DISCRIMINATION
Downs Hall, 10:30-11 :30 a.m .
A problem which will face
all of us. With the decl ining
birth rate we can no longer affo rd to ignore t his natural
resource.
Conducto r: Peter Shields
(Director of the Office o f Aging for Union Co unty)

Downs Hall, 8 :00-9:00 p.m ._
Women are demanding
mo re from life than ever
before. Assertive Train ing has
arisen to meet t his need. But
w hat is it? What does it mean
to women .. .and to men ?
Conductor: Mae Hecht

o~.

....

BREAKING THE NATIONAL SECURITY STRAITJACKET
Little Theatre, 1 :30-3:00 p.m.
In the na me o f defense we as individuals have been programmed and isolated into separate files. How can we deal with
this invasion o f privacy?
Conductor : Pat Mische (Noted author and member of
Global Peace Associates)

HUNGER WORKSHOP
i-1 00, 4~005 :00 p.m.
Can the affluent soci eties
stand by while the rest of the
w o rld goes hungry. Millions
of people every night go to
sleep accompanied by the
rumble of an empty stomach .
Conductors: John Ripton
and Chuck Kappe is (Cu rriculu m Consultants for World_
Hunger Year)

HUMAN NEEDS VS.
MILITARY SPENDING
J-100, 9:00-10:00 p.m.
While defense spending escalates at an alarming rate
basic human needs are
deserted . A fa irer balance
must be sought or entire cultures w ill be lo st.
Cond ucto r :· Paul Mayer
(Noted lecturer, member of
Sea Alliance, Mobilization for
Su rvival and SANE)

Muchll,1971
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Financial Aid At Kean Colleg~Financial Aid Awareness Week

New Tuition Aid Grant And Garden State Scholars
Financial Aid Programs

_
,::,
TM weelt of April .lrd through April 7th has-been designated financial
aid awareness week in order to provide students and their families
On January 26, Governor Byrne si gned into -law ~ssembly Bill 3◄1f ,aelting two new finMYCial ..,
with whatever assistance and information they may need in makins programs for residents o'f the state attending New Jersey institu tions d'f higher education or out-of-sta~financial plans for their education and in applying for financial aid. A
colleges located in states which have a reciprosity agreement with New Jersey. The Tuition Aid Grant
financial aid workshop, and several information sessions have been
Program, or TAG, will provide grants up to the amount of tuition or $1,000, whichever is leu.
scheduled during the week, as well as a National Direct Student Loan
The Garden State Scholars Program will provide grants ranging between $200.00 and $500.00 per year.
Interview ~ession for graduating seniors who have had National
All full-time matriculated New Jersey residents are eligible to apply for TAG, which will depend on how
Direct Student loans and who are now faced with the prospect of
much need a student has and will also be affected by other aid the student may have. TAG awards will be
repaying these loans. The primary purpose of · Financial Aid
coordinated with Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and Educational Opportunity Fund Awards.
Awareness week is to allow students to obtain detailed information - students who answer item 80 of the New Jersey Financial Aid Form " yes" and who complete the questions
about financial aid programs that may be available to them and to
in item 80 will receive a Student Eligibility Notice from the state. This form is brought to the college fi'nanprovide assistance and information in completing their applications
cial aid office for processing.
for these programs.
·
The Garden State Scholars program replaces the now defunct New Jersey State Scholarship program.
This new program provides grants to students showing financial need who also display high academic
potential as determined by high school rank in class and SAT scores. This program will -be limited to inThe :New Jersey Financial Aid Form
coming freshmen , but will be renewable each year thereafter. Recipients of Garden State Scholars awards
will be sel_e cted· by the college Admissions and Financial Aid Offices.
A new financial aid application form has been developed by the
College Scholarship Service which will allow students to apply for
Financial Aid Programs
Student Loan Interviews_
financial aid from three separate sources of aid which formerly required separate applications. This common form is called the New
At Kean College of NJ
Two meetings for graduating
Jersey Financial Aid Form (NJFAF) and will allow students to apply for
seniors who have had National
Tuition
Aid
Grant
the federal Basic Educational Opportunity Grant Program (BEOG) ,
GRANTS
Direct Student Loans as underA New Jersey program providing
New Jersey State Aid Programs, and for college administered aid
graduates will be held on TuesBasic Educational
eligible
undergraduate
students
programs, including National Direct Student Loan , Supplemental
day, April ◄th , in Hutchinson Hall
Opportunity Grant
Educational Opportunity Grant and College Work Study Program. A federal program which will with grants ranging between
Room J-100. One is scheduled at
$100.00
and
the
cost
of
tuition
to
This new form replaces the Parents Confidential Statement (PCS) and provide eligible undergraduate
2:00 p.m. and the other at 7: ◄5
the Financial Aid Form (FAF), and makes separate application forms students showing high financial a maximum of$1,000.00peryear.
p .m. Any senior who owes a
Full-time New Jersey residents
for Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and New Jersey Grant and
National Direct Student Loan is
need with _grants ranging only are eligible. Amount of
Scholarship Programs unnecessary. When filling out the New Jersey between $200.00 and $1 ,600 for
required to attend one of these
Financial Aid Form it is necessary to check a " yes" answer to ques- the academic year. Award award determined by the state,
meetings. Repayment, defertions 80 and 83 in order to be considered for the New Jersey State and · eligibility and amounts deter- and is affecteo by other aid
ment and cancellation proviBasic Educational Opportun ity Grant programs. If this is done, the mined by federal government. received by the student, and by
sions of these loans will be disthe
students
financial
need.
Apstudent will receive a Student Eligibility Report from the .United Apply. with a New Jersey Financussed, and students will be
ply with a New Jersey Financial
States Government in the same manner as if they had directly sub- cial Aid Form.
provided
with
information
Aid Form.
mitted a Basic Educational Opportunity Grant application. In adregarding their rights and resSupplemental Educational
Carden State Scholars
dition, a Student Eligibility Notice will be sent to the student by the
ponsibilities in relation to these
Opportunity Grant
State of New Jersey. These forms will indicate a student's eligibility for A federal program providing A New Jersey program for ingovernmen~ loans.
Basic Educational Opportunity Grant and state programs, and are to grants to eligible under- coming freshmen , full-time New
be submitted to t'he college financial aid office. Question 82 of the graduates showing exceptional Jersey residents only. Grant's
award amounts are determined
New Jersey Financial Aid Form-asks the students to designate which fi nancial need. Amounts range between $200.00 and $500.00 will
by the Financial Aid Office loans
be
awarded
on
the
bas
is
of
institutions are to receive a copy of the application. If Kean College is from $200.00 to $1 ,500.00 per
are repayable (9) months after
achievement and
listed by the student, and if the student files a Kean College Financial year. SEOG must be matched by academic
leaving school, and repayment,
financial
need,
and
may
be
Aid Application with the college Financial Aid Office, the student will other aid dollar for dollar. Award
at 3% interest, can be extended
renewed
each
subsequent
year.
also be considered for those aid programs directly administered by eligibility and amount are deterover a maximum of (10) years.
the college. New Jersey Financial Aid Forms and Kean College Finan- mined by the Financial Aid Of- Recipients selected by AdApply with a New Jersey Finanmissions
and
Financial
Aid
Ofcial Aid Applications are available from the Kean College Financial fice. Apply with New Jersey
cial Aid Form and Kean College
Aid Office located on the 2nd floor of the Adminisstration Building. Financial Aid Form and Kean fice.
Financial Aid Application.
Educatio11,1I
Opportunity
Both forms should be submitted no later than April if a student wishes College Financial Aid ApGuaranteed Student Loans
Fund (EOF)
to apply for aid for the 1978-79 academic year.
plication.
A state loan program provided
A New Jersey program for
loans of up to $2,S00.00 per year
students who meet the financial
for full-rime undergraduates and
need criteria and who are enup to $1,50.00 per year for halfrolled through EEO program .
ti me students. Full-time
Grants for the 1978-79 academic
graduate students may borrow to
year will range $200.00 to
a maximum of $5,000 per year.
WHAT IS FINANCIAL AIDf
$1,000.00 and will be coorFimmcial aid is any grant, l<>iin, scholuship or offer of employment designed to help p.iy the difference
There is a cumulative maximum
dinated with the TAG Program.
between what a student an afford to p.iy and what it will actually cost to go to college. Financial aid is
of $7,500.00 for undergraduates
Award amounts determined by
usually awarded in combinations of different programs. These awards are called " p.ickages," and the total
and of $15,00.00 for graduate
the Financial Aid Office and are
amount of a financial aid p.ickage w ill be determined by the amount of financial need a student l:ias and
students. Loans are repayable (9)
evaluated by need and resident
the availability of funds and programs at the college.
months after leaving school, and
status.
Transfer
students
who
WHAT IS FINANCIAL NEEDJ
repayment, at 7% interest, may
received EOF at a prior
What a student and his or her family can afford to pay for educational costs is called a student's family con be extended over a maximum of
tribution . The amount of money requ ired to attend college, including tuition, fees , books, transportation,
institution may continue to
(10) years. Guaranteed Student
housing, meals, and personal expenses is the college budget. If the college budget is greater than a
receive funding at Kean . Apply
student's family contribution , the difference is that student's financial need.
Loans are the only aid programs ,
with New Jersey Financial Aid
available
to pre-matriculated
HOW IS A STUDENT'S FAMILY CONTRIBUTION CALCULATE
Form and Kean College Financial
students. Applications are obA student 's family contribution is determined by a uniform method of need analysis developed by the
Aid Application .
College Scholarship Service and approved by the Office of Education - Departmen t of Health, Educati~n
tained from banks or other parLOANS and Welfare. A standardized formula is appl ied to the information subm itted to the College Scholarship
ticipating lenders, and are subService by the student's fam ily on a New Jersey Financial Aid Form (NJFAF). Th is formula takes into acNational Direct
mitted to the Financial Aid Ofcount a variety of factors, including income, assets, family size, number of family members in college, and
Student Loan
fice for aooroval.
certa in debts. This need analysis, wh ich incl udes a recommended fam ily contribution, if forwarded to
A federal program providing
those colleges designated by the student, as well as to any designated state o r federal grant programs reSTUDENT
loans to eligible students to a
quiring this information.
EMPLOYMENT
maximum of $1,500.00 per year,
WHERE DO FINANCIAL AID FUNDS COME FROMJ
and a cumulative total of
College Work
There are four primary sources of financial aid; federal programs, state programs, institutional funds, and
outside or private sources. The college financial aid office administers or coordinates all federal , state, and
$5,000.00 for undergraduates
Study Program
institutional programs, and notifies students as to the amount and type of aid in their award package.
and a cumulative maximum of
A federally funded student em$10,000.00 through graduate
ployment program which
DO FINANCIAL AID AWARDS HAVE TO IE REPAIDf
Financial aid awards usually contain items from more than one financial aid program. A typi~I p.ickage
school. Students must
provides employment for
may contain a combination of grants, loans, and an offer of employment. Grants or scholars_h1ps do n~t
d~monstrate financial need, and
(Continued on page 17)

Questions & Answers on Financial Aid

have to be repaid , and are regarded as " gift" aid. Loans must be repaid to the lender, but rep.iyment Is
generally deferred until after a student completes h is or her education. Employment income is paid to the
student for work performed and does not have to be rep.iid .

Financial Aid Office Staff

WHO RKEIVES FINANCIAL AIDl
Students are selected for financial aid on the basis of need. Students are. considered in order of highest
need first, subject to the availability of funds in each program. An attempt is made to fill a~ much of a
student's need as program funds and legislative requirements permit.

Mrs. Clare Davies, Director
Mr. Alfred Brown, Asst. Director
Ms. Diane Early, Asst. Director
Mr. John Marcinski, Asst. Director

WHAT ARE THE INCOME LEVELS A80VE WHICH STUDENTS AJlE NOT EUGl9lf FOil FINANCIAL AIDf
There is no absolute income level cut off for all financial aid programs. Programs differ in their requirements, and a wide variety of factors are considered in assessing financial need. In general, grants are
awarded to students showing the highest need. Student employment and government IOilns are more
likely to be offered to students showing less need. Guara_riteed Student l<>iins are a~ailable to students
even if they show no financial need . All students who require someamsta_nce m meet mg college costs are
urged to apply for financia l aid.
HOW TO APn Y
Students who wish to apply for financial aid at Kean College of New Jersey are required to sub~it a_New
Jersey Financial Aid Form (NJFAF) to the College Scholarship Service. In addition, a Kean College Financial Aid Application must be filed with the Kean College Financial A id Office. NJFAF's are available from
the financial aid office and can also be obtained from high school guidance offices. Both forms should be
filed by April if a student wishes to be considered for aid for the s~bsequent acade"'.1ic year, ~lthoug~
forms submitted after this date will be accepted. It is important to file as early as possible, p.irt1cularly 1f
students expect.to use financial aid awards to meet all or part of their term bill. Awa~ds are normally made
for a full academic year, but students may apply for spring se_mester only awards during the fall semester.

APPLICATIONS FOR AID MUST IE RENEWED FOil EACH ACADEMIC YEAJll
The information submitted on the NJFAF is used to establish a student 's eligibility for all college administered financial aid programs. TheN JFAF is also used to apply for the New Jersey Tuition Aid Grant
program, and for the federal Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program is students request that they
be considered for these programs by checking the appropriate boxes on the NJFAF.

Schedule of Financial Aid
Information Meetings
A financial aid information workshop will be held on Monday, April
3rd , in the Alumn i Lounge of Downs Hall from 12:00 noon to 1 :00
p.m. Students and their families are'urged to attend, as are . all
interested members of the Kean College community:
Mon .
Tues.
Wed .
Thurs.

Apr.
Apr .
Apr .
Apr.

J
4
5

Fri.

Apr. 7

6

12:00- 1 :00 p :m .Alumni Lge., Downs Hall
10:30-12 :00noonTownsend Hall lnfor. Desk
10:30-12 :00noonTownsend Hall lnfor. Desk
10:30-12 :00noonTownsend Hail lnfor. Desk
1 :JO- 3:00 p .m .
10:30-12:00noonTownsend Hail lnfor. Desk
1: 30- 3:00 p .m .
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I will m.1ke .1ny bumper sticker
you w.-nt for $3.00. C.-11 354-5870.

.F astest, easiest piano and har•
monica courses in history. Use
patented system ! }' ree information,
Box 751-CN La Canada, CA 91011

presents
Apri 28th - 30th
A 33 Hour
Dance-a-Thon
All proceeds go to benefit
Retarded Citizens of New
Jersey
Two 1st Prizes to be awarded
$150.00 per couplell
First - given to couple who

ACAD.1£MIC R.1£S.1£AR CH • all
fields. Send Sl.00 for mail order
catalo& or 7,000 topics. Box 25918Z, Los Angeles, Calif. 90025. (213)
477-8474.

The Kean College
Student Chapter
of the
American Welding
Society presents

GAR Y WILLIAMS

raises the most amount of
money
Second - • Goes to best
dancers
Registration

March 13-17, 25-31
between 12:15 - 1 :30 p.m.
Wh•e - Outside Snack Bar in
the Coll~ Center
If you can 't register at these
times, ca II :
Diana - 755-1954

speaker and demonstrator
on the art of

FASA
ELECTIONS

l:.VERYONE WELCOME
ro ATl END

April 4, 1:40 p.m. (C.H.)
Industrial Studies
Building H-124

GREG STIER

appea ring at
Mickey's Comet
Pizzeria
April 3 & 17
8 :30

N. Broad St.
Hillside, N.J.
201-353-1400

"NAME THAJ PROM"
" Yes you can win one FREE bid for a funfilled evening for you and your date at the 1978
Kean College P-rom. All you have to do is think of a name for the prom. This offer isn' t just
limited to Seniors, anyone can enter. The deadline is: Friday, March 31 , 1978 at 3:00 p.m .
So hurry now and don' t delay. Put your ideas in the Student Organlutlon Ballot Box
today. "
I

PROM NAME _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _
ENTREE 'S NAME
ADDRESS _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___
ONE FREE
BID

ONE FREE
BID

I

·1

I

-----------------------------------------KEAN COLLEGE of NEW JERSEY

SUMMER OVERSEAS PROGRAMS 1978
LANGUAGE AND
CULTUR-E IN FRANCE

$1,065*

JUNE 29-AUGUST 3. 1978

SPECIAL EDUCATION
ANO/OR SOCIAL
WELFARE IN
SCANDINAVtA $1295*

The Exceptional Educational O pportunities Program will
-be Organizing an Honor Society this semester!
All juniors and seniors (minimum of 58 earned
semester hours) with a cumulative grade point average
of 3.0 or above who have never been on probation, will
be eligible for membership in Epsilon Epsilon Omega.
Those students who become members will have an opportunity to have a voice in our program 's policy making
decisions, suggest new activities, be part of a student staff
senate, be considered for Peer Counseling, tutoring service (with pay) and many other areas of involvement.
There will be official recognition of the academic
achievements of the Charter members of Epsi lon Epsil on
Omega at our ann ual Senior Din ner. Certificates of
membership will be p resented by the Program Direct or
at this time.
If you are eligible fof membership1 you will receive a
letter of invitation in the near future.

ONE FREE
BID

I

floor Vaughn-Eames Hall
as soon as possible. All
nonimations should include a short biography.
Officers must be full-time
students.

Townsend Hall lnfor. Desk

~

I

EDUCATfON, CULTURE
AND WILDLIFE
CONSERVATION IN
KENYA (E. AFRICA)

A lum n i Lge, D o wns Hall
T ow nsend Ha ll lnfor. Desk
T ownsend Hall lnfo r. Desk
T ownsend Hall lnfo r . Desk

ONE FRH
BID

• Detach and place in Stude nt Orge nizatio n Ba llot l)ox by Friday, March 31 , 1978 at 3: 00 p.m. (located in Student
Organization 's fro nt lobby)!!
I

(College Hour) in VE112.
Nominations for Chairperson, Assistant «;:hairperson, Treasurer, Secretary, should be placed in
FASA mailboxes on 4th

.

II
I
I

PHONENO· - - -- - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - - - -- - 1

The Fine Arts Students Association (FASA) will hold
elections for officers for
1978-1979 school year, on
April 18, 1978 at 1 :40 p.m.

The fina ncial aid informa tion workshop will be held on
Monday, April 3rd, in the Alumni Lounge of D owns Hall
from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m. Students a nd their fa milies a re
urged to attend, as are all interested members of the Kea n
College Community.
Mon. Apr. 3 12:00- 1:00 p .m .
T ues. Apr. 410:30-12:00 noon
Wed. Ap r. 510:30-12:00 noon
T hurs. Apr. 610:30-12:00 noon
1:30- 3:00 p .m .
F ri. Apr. 710:30-1 2:00 no on
1:30- J :00 p .m .

The Senior Class Presents:

The Kean College
Star-light Ballroom

JULY 2-26. 1978

$) 895*

m

OPEN EDUCATION
AND/OR CREATIVE
DRAMA IN ENGLAND
JUNE 25-JULY 20. 1978

$990*

SOVIET UNION

STUDY TOUR
$1150*

IR;;;;;~iiiliii.i-.::.:.1 JULY 20-AUGUST 7. 1978
P11ce of all pt og, ams (exclusive ol tu,11011) includes

• Hound t11p a11 tra11spoI\alIon lto,n New York on regul1rly
scheduled llights.
• All t1rl11slers dnd land tra11sportaflo11 lor schecluled srght ,eemg
aml field II ,ps
• Full room and board.
• Leclures. se11Irnar s and mternshrps

LENINGRAO/ MOSCOW/ KIEV /T ALLIN / HELSINKI- OpI1011al Exle11~ 1011
Sem111a1 Tow to Sov,cr U111011 , July ?-1 Augusl 7. 1978 $795"

All sludy/lravel programs supervised by Kean College lacully (specialists
in the tields of study encompassed wilhfn each program and well
acquainled with cul\ural opportunities available In the countries being
vfsiledl .

RESER VE NOW

Up lo six gradua le credits for each program .
INCOME TAX DEDUCTI BLE.

JULY 4-23. l 978

For complete Iti nerar ies and applicati ons. contact Prolessor Edwin J. Will iams. W-109A Coordinator. International Studies
Kean College ol New Jerse y. Morris Avenue. Union. New Jem y 07083 Telephone: 1201 ) 527-2166

Are You A
Poet?

A re you crea tive'/ D o you
have a need to ex press the inner
you? Oo yo u ha ve the desire to
ma ke so meones life better? Well
now is the time . Get your best
poe try togethe r a nd bring it to
the a udition . Fo r a poetry sessio n e nt itled "lnside Out. .. T he
auditio ns wi ll be he ld on
Friday, Ma rch 31st fro m 1:303:30 p.m . in the Little Thea tre
located in the College Ce nter.
All proceeds raised during the
session will be donated to
retarded citizens organizations
in our community to promote
more through and efficient services. rhis is one event being
sponsored. by S .C.A.T.E. in
conjunction with C.E.C.. Third
Worid. The Spanish Club.
PROU 0, and Circle K. For further information, call Tony Battle. 926-4634.

Election Dates Of Third World Movement
Executive Board 1978
March 27-31 Applications for Executive Board of
Third World Movement are available in
·the Third World Office in the Student
Center Building, from 9:00 a.m.-5 :00
p.m .
March 31
Applications must be handed into the
Third World Off ice in a sealed envelope
by 4:00 p.m. MANDATORY meeting of
all Executive Board cand idates in the
Third World Office at 4: 30 p .m .
April 11
SPEECHES of ca ndidates for Execu ti ve
Board of TWM to be held in th e
Browsing Room, Bookstore Bu il ding
from 1 :40-3:05 p .m. Candidates are to be
there at 1 :30 p.m.
Election for Executive Board of Third
April 13
World Movement. Polls open from
10:00 a.m. and close at 5:00 p.m. in the
Bookstore Building, Browsing Room.

APPLICATIONS FOR 1978-1979 GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS NOW AVAILABLE
Applications for 1978-1979 Graduate Assistantships are now available in the Office of Advanced Studies in T-106.
In order to qualify as a graduate assistant, a student must be fully .matriculated in the
graduate school by Fall 1978 and must take a minimum of 9graduate credits or a maximum
o f 12.
·
Grad uate Assist~ nts receive a waiver of tuition and _fe~s for the full acad em ic year, as
well as a week ly stipend . Studen ts are required to work 20 hours per week for the period
covered by the assistantship.
The deadline for filing applications is March 31 , 1978. Job descriptions are available in
Townsend 106.
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Extra Performance:
Added!
.
'

.

/

April 5
3 & 8 P.M.

'

On Tuesday, April 4, at 1:40 in Vaughn-Eames l 12,
The Art History Club in association with FASA will
present two films, Picasso at 90, a summing up of the
famous artist's career, and Imogen Cunningham, an
account of the extraordinary life and work of a
pioneering woman photographer.

ARTHUR SHAFMAN INTERNATIONAL LTD. PRESENTS

MUMMENSCHANZ

ANDRES BOSSARD
FLORIANA FRASSETTO
BERNIE SCHU'RCH

The Kean College Club of Sigma Xi will meet on
Thursday, April 6th at 3 p.m. in Room C218 . Prior to the
business meeting Dr. David Bardell of the Biology
Department will be the guest speaker. His topic will be "The
replicative cycle of smallpox virus: with reflections on the
poss"ible eradication of smallpox." Multiplication of
smallpox virus will be explained utilizing electron micrographs of various stages in the replicative cycle of the virus in
human cells in tissue culture. Smallpox was the most devastating of all infectious diseases to afflict mankind. Due to
vaccination it is no longer a problem in our society, and there
is a good possibility that the disease will be completely
eradicated from the world. Dr. Bardell is a recognized
authority on the history of smallpox and in the past year he
has published two papers on this subject. The public is invited to attend .
THE GOOD DOCTOR
We are informing you at an early date of our upcoming performance of ·
Neil Simon's "The Good Doctor" so that you may have the opportunity to
order your tickets before the box office opens.
"The Good Doctor" is based on the short stories of Anton Chekov, the
great Russian writer of the last century. His works are classic and his short
stories have provided Simon with the chance to write eight very funny
vignettes about the way in which he humans cope with life's problems .
We hope you will want IQ join us for a hilarious and very entertaining
evening in the theatre. The performance dates are May 4, 5 and 6 at 8:00
p.m. in the Wilkins Theatre. As always, faculty and staff are permitted one
ticket at half price. All other tickets are S3.00 or S2.00.
1f you would like to purchase tickets please fill out, detach and return the
form below to: James Murphy, VE 4IO

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DEPARTMENT or POSITION _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

The Inter Fraternity-Sorority Council of Kean College is conducting a "Greek Olympics" on the Union campus April JO, 11, 14,
16 and 18.
The schedule of competitions is:
Arpil 10, 8:00 p.m. Volleybal1; April 11 , 9:00 p.m. Swimming;
April 14, 6:00 p.m. Arm Wrestling and Foul Shooting; April 16,
9:00 a.m. Track and Field Events; April 18, I :40 p.m. Chugging
Contest.
For information about eligibility call Joe Torres, president of
I.F.S.C. at 527-2761.

DA TE DESIRED: (circle one) May 4 5 6
NO. OF TICKETS _ _ _ _ __
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED _ _ _ _ __
Make checks payable to Kean College of New Jersey
PLEASE RETURN NO LATER THAN APRIL 15

UNIQUE
FOR

KEAN COLLEGE
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
RAY FOWLER
CONDUCTOR

WILLIAM FELDMAN
PIANO SOLOIST
CHOPIN
PIANO CONCERTO INF MINOR
ALSO WORKS BY:
MOZART-BEETHOVEN
PROKOFIEV
Sunday, April 9, 1978 at 6:30 p.m.
-ADMISSION .FREE
Eugene .G. Wilkins T/leater for the Performing Art.r

FINANCIAL OPPORTUNITY
AVAILABLE
KEAN COLLEGE GRADUATE
STUDENTS

' Kean College of New Jersey is currently offering over forty
graduate assistantships for the 1978-79 academic year to stuqents
who are matriculated in a graduate program at Kean College by the
Fall 1978 semester. Graduate assistants receive a weekly stipend
covering a twenty-hour work week, in addition to a wa~ver of
tuition and all fees for the complete academic year. Students may
take a minimum of nine graduate-credits or a maximum of twelve
per semester under the tuition waiver.
Assistantships are available in the following departments:
Admissions
Career Planning
Counseling Center
Day Care Center
English Writing Lab
Exceptional Education
Opportunity
Financial Aid
Fine Arts
Housing
Intramural Activities
Instructional Resource Center
Developmental Math
NCATE
Vice -Pres.-Academic Affairs
Psychology I
Psychology II
Registrar
Reading and Study Skills Center
Student Activities
T caching Performance Center
Applications are now available . in the Office of Advanced
Studies, Kean College, Townsend 106, and 1hould be filed by
tomorrow. For further information pleaae call (201) 527-2665.

.

The Community Mental
Health Law Project offers
free legal representation
to anyone who cannot afI
ford private representation. Individuals who
believe they are eligible
for assistance may call the
project directly for an appointment. The phone
number is 355-6262. The
Elizabeth office is located
at 1140 E. Jersey St.

Fine Arts
Students
Do you hear
the sound of
surf?
Office of Cilreer Pl.tnning .tnd
Pl.icement Has Summer Internship Applic.ttions for Undergr.tdu.tte .tnd Gr.tdu.tte Studenb
The Office of Career Planning
and Placement, located on the
first floor of the new Administration Building, has information
and applications concerning the
Local Government Service
Program for undergraduate and
graduate students for Summer
1978.
The 1978 summer program will
begin on June 19th and end no
later than September 1st, according to the bulletin published
by the Department of Community Affairs.
If students are interested in this
program, applications must be
5ubmitted by April 21, 1978.
Please·visit the Office of Career
,.,anning and Placement or contact our office at 527-2040 for further information!
lntern.ttion.tl Students' ~ssociiltion film Festiv.tl
sponsored by Co-Curricular
Board and Evening Student
Council
"The 11.attle of Chile"
The most informative
documentary that exposes a
viewer to the socioeconomic
conditions that brought about
the overthrow of Allende's
Government. Date : Tuesday, April 4, 1978 - Time : 1st show 1:303:30 - 2nd show 8:00-10:00.
"H.trvest: 3000 Years"
An anthropological approach
to the rhythms of daily life in
remote area in contemporary
Ethiopia . the film dramatizes the
real-l ife story of a family struggling for survival under adverse
economic conditions. Date:
Thursday, April 6, 1978 - Time:
12:30-3:00. Place : Little Theatre,
Admission Free.

Student Enrollment
(Continued fr<Jm page 15)
eligible students
who
demonstrate financial need.
Wages and hours are set by the
financial Aid Office. Apply with
New Jersey financial Aid form
and Kean College financial Aid
Application.
Student Aide
A form of campus employment
fuoded by the state. financial
need is not necessarily a requirement if student has required
skills and if program funds are
available. Apply in same manner
as for . College Work Study
Program.

HONORS
SCHOLARSHIPS
A limited number of honor
scholarships are awarded to fulltime undergraduates already
enrolled at Kean College. Ap. plications are available in March
from the Financial Aid Office.
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The
Craft Store
is OPEN!
Come and see our pottery,
·jewelry, macrames, paintings,
p rin ts, candles and more. We
also have cut stones for custom-made jewelry. If you
want to make some money,
we will also sell your handcrafted goods for yoa.
The Craft Store is located in
the rear of Sloan Lounge in
the Student Center building.
Contact Leslie or Barbra at
the CCB office at this number
289-1311.

APPLY NOW!

TOWNSl=~IU
AND

spend next fall or spring

lrHtRD l\~OALP /\"toveMENT

OVERSEAS

PRiS,ENT

Benjamin

with

KEAN COi ,I ,EGE

L. Hooks
m;m@.1!lTI'□Wl3 @□~~'IT@m dl

a~ ~.ffi.ffi.~.lP.

~URSDA~ MARCH
Conference Cueer Day for ,
English Majors - Explore Job Opportunities - Tuesday, April 4th,
Time: 1 :40, Browsing Rm. located
in Book Store.

March 30, 1978

AT 1,.,..., IN THE

W1Lk1N·s· TilEATRE

AOll!SSIO// lS FR[[, BUT TICk[TS AR[ RLQtllRtO.
TlllllV l"ORLO lflJV(ll[ .'IT,

30, 197'i.,

TICKETS AP.( AVAlLAoL[ W STlrflWT ACTIVITIES,

[V[f/l'lr. $TillJ[IIT COWICIL,

~AOUATf STUO(IIT C<'fl/C!l. Tl/[ fVU/ll/C

OFFICE lN IIUTCll l NSON ANO TU[ T<1• 11/SfNV lNFORIIATlO.'i OESK.

England Italy

Denmark

llanlel

Professor Edwin Wtlliams Willis Hall l "'-

Thursday, March 30, 1978
8:00- 5:00 p.m .
7:40-10:10 p.m .
8:00-11:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-End

,'

8:30 p.m.-End

Elections
Sloan Lge
CIAO "The Italian Club"
W207
Omega Psi Phi
Browsing Room
Townsend Lecture presents :
Wilkins Theatre
Judge Benjamin Hooks, NAACP Director - free, tickets required
Coffeehouse 25¢ donation
Sloan Lge

Friday, March 31, 1978
3:00-5:00 p.m.
9:00-2:00 a.m.

Poetry Audition
Groove Phi Groove

Little Theatre
SA131

S..turday, April 1, 1978
7:00-12 :00 a.m.
8:00: 2:00 a.m.

Phi Theta Alpha
Self Defense Club

SA131
College Center Cafe

Sunday, April 2, 1978
1 :00- 5:00 p.m.
1 :00- 5:00 p.m.
2:00- 5:30 p.m.
5:30 p.m.-End
6:00-10:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-End
8:00- 2 :00 a.m.

Swing Phi Swing
Omega Psi Phi
ESC Film: "Silent Running" Free
Mass
Omega Psi Phi
CCB Film: "Murder By Death " is. admission
Swing Phi Swing Disco

Mtg Rm A
Browsing Rm
Little Theatre
Browsing Rm
Mtg Rm A
Wilkins Theatre
Grill Room

KCTV Meeting
Rotary Club
Jazz Program - JAZZ IMPACT
History bf Jazz, Free
Omega Psi Phi Meeting
ISA Art Exhibition

J232
W202A

Monday, April 3, 1978
4:30 p.m .
7:40-10 :10 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00-11 :00 p.m .

"
Tuesd.ly, April 4, 1978
1:30 & 8 p.m.
1 :40-,, 3:05 p.m.

,,,
Evening Student CQuncil &
ISA Film: " The Battle of Chile"
Martial Arts Demonstration
Career Day, English Dept.
Sociology & Social Work
Dept. of Arts & Sciences
Grub Street Writer
Chem. Physics Dept.
IVCF
Financial Aid
Council for Exceptional Children
CIAO "The Italian Club"
Medical Technology Club
Raw Magazine

3:05- 4:30
6:00-10:00
7:00-11 :00
7:40-10:10
,,

p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p.m.

✓

--

Wednesday, April S, 1978
12:00- 1 :30 p.m.
1 :00- 3:00 p.m.
3 & 8 p.m.
7:00-11 :00 p.m.
8:00 p .m.-10:00 p.m .
8:00 p.m.

.

-

Little Theatre
Mtg Rm B
Sloan Lge

Marketing Communication
IFSC
International Student Assoc.
Political Science _& Public Admin. Mtg
Financial Aid (St. Personnel)
Jewish Student Union
Dr. Amick
Sigma Kappa Phi
Jazz Jams
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Woman Talk
Whiteman Center Fun Dance Group
S/A Film: " Pete' n 'Tillie" Free
Jazz Jam
Alpha Theta Pi
Townsend Lecture : Charles Berlitz
author of " The Bermuda Triangle"

Little Theatre
Sloan Lge
Browsins Rm
Alumni Lse
Mts Rm A
WJ07C
C218
J101
J100
CSS104
W209
8109
VE113
VE11-4
W207
J135
J103
J132
W300
W213
Mtg Rm A
Browsing Rm
)130
J336
)138
J339
W215
W317
VE112
VE113
J13-4
C218
T208
VE211
W100
W402A
Alumni Lge
Dining Rm Ill
Little Theatre
)1-43
)100

March 30, 1978
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Squirettes Rewrite Kean Swim Records ·
It was a banner year for the 8th, and 14th - also member of
Kim Gurka (junior)
Kean College .swim team. Not both record relays . Also
Points
44
only did the Squirettes finish dedicated and fine key
1st
5
with a 6-3-1 record , the first win- competitor.
2nd
5
ning season in a decade, but they Kathy Demsey (sophomore)
3rd
4
broke 13 of 14 school records (tyPoints
50
ing the other) in the process.
1~
7 Three-year veteran, with her
following is a run down on the ~d
5 junior year her best in both attr1dividual performances that led · Compiled in the four meets titude and steadiness of particito the record breaking season, following her transfer back to pation as she overcame sickness
with comments by Coach Larry
Kean from Bridgewater (Mass.) and injury difficulties of previous
Pitt.
State, the first being fast breast- seasons, until sidelined with
Lois Menke (sophomore)
stroke leg on record winning illness in last three meets and
State Championships, where she
Points
129
medley relay, two individual
wou
Id have plac~d and scored
1~
breaststroke 1sts, and 2nd in dive ·
well. Dual meet points mostly in
2nd
8
in memorable 61-61 tie with
backstroke and IM events in adCompiled in all 10 meets, mostly
William Paterson . Points mostly
dition
to relays.
200 & 500 freestyle and
breaststroke
and
individual
backstroke, regularly swimming
medley, holder of individual 100 Laura Miko (sophomore)
three individual events after
breaststroke mark, co-holder 50
Points
57
backstroke on medley relay.
breast. fine partial season, and
1st
4
Holder of 500 free, 50 & 100 back
potential for more.
2nd
8
individual records, member of
bothJ ecord relays - also th~ee inwomen's lntercollesl,1te Swlmmlns:
dividual 9ths and 10th in good
KEAN COLLEGE RECORDS
St at e
Champ ion ship
perOu~I
Meet
bent
Time
Swimmer
Meet
Yur
for mance. Very dependable,
200 Yard Medle y Relay
2:07.7 . Lo is M enke (32.2 )
W . Paterso n
1978
ded icated and hard -working key
Ka lhy Demsey (35.8)
Debbie Ada ms (30.0)
performe r, versatile.
Laura Miko (29.7)
Debbie Adams (sophomore)
500 Yard Freesty le
6:14.8 Lois Menke
Glassboro
1978
100 Ya rd Freestyle
1:00.9 De b bie Adams
N .J.A .I. A.W .
1978
Points
90
50 Yard BackSlroke
32.2 Lo is M enke
W. Paterson
1978
1st
18
50 Yard Breaststroke
36.5 Sue Nolan
W. Paterson
1975
KaIhy Dems ey
1978
Undefeated in her events of 9
100 Yard Bullerfly
1:09.1 Debbie A dams
W. Paterson
1978
50 Yard Freesty le
d ual meets, one m issed because
27.9 Deb bi e Ad ams
N.J.A.I .A .W .
1978
100 Yard Backst roke
1:12.0 Lo is Menke
N .J.A.I .A.W .
1978
of illness. Specia lty in butterfly, ·
100 Yard Ind ividual Medley
1:10.9 Debbie Adams
Centenary
1978
200 Yard freestyle
2:H .8 Debbie A dams
N.J.A .I.A.W.
1978
usually swi mm ing fl y leg on
50 Yard Bunerfly
29.9 Debbie Adam s
Brookl yn
1978
med ley relay and 50 & 100 races
100 Ya rd Breaststroke
1:19.5 KaIhy Demsey
W . Paterson
1978
200
Yard
Freescyle
Relay
1
:57.9
Lois
Menke
(29.
2)
Ph
iladelphia
1977
in stroke, as well as free relay Laura Miko (30.3)
Women Sw im mi ng
bu t very versatile, holder of 6 inDebb ie Adams (28.5)
O ff . Ursinus
Ellen G reen (29.9)
dividua l records, along w ith
butterfly, 50,100, 200 free and inOTHER
200 Yard Breaststro ke
3 : 1 ◄ . ◄ Peggy G raessle
N.J.A .I.A .W .
1978
dividual medley, free marks set
in State Meet with two 6ths, an

n

Defense Key to .Lacrosse · Hopes
When the· Kean College Lacrosse team opens it's 1978season
Thursday, at home against M.I.T.
there will be one question
answered which may give great
insight as to how coach Hawley
Waterman 's Squires will fare this
season . That question is - can
the Kean defense provide
enough help to insure a
successful season?
As has been the case in the
past, the Squire offense is once
aga in very capable. In fact, this
could become th e h ighest scoring team in Squ ire history. There
are two major reasons why the
o ffense should be more potent
than ever.
O ne reason lies in the retru n
of fo rmer all -co nference attackman Warren Wallschlager,
W a rr e n , a j u nior fr om
M aplewood who sat o ut mo st of
last season for financ ial reaso ns,
led the team in scoring both his
fresh man and so phomore years.
The o ther reason for the more
potent offense is that this years
team has been b lessed with some
fi ne fres hman talent at both the
midfiel d and attack positions.
But w hat abo ut the defense?
Well, in short, it is very questi onable. Here's a cl oser look at
the Squ ires, by position, beginning with the defense. ·
The key to the teams success
· will be t he defense. The Squires
have only t h ree defenseman
ret urn in g from last year, none of
which were starters . The rest of
the qefense will be made up of
rookies.
The · probable leader of the ·
defense w ill be junior tri-captain
Terry Curran , who did see a good
deal of action last season . Terry
was the fourth defenseman for
most of the '77 season, and on
occasion he did start. Although
lacking the stick-handling ability
of a more experienced player,
Terry makes up for this
shortcoming with his quickness
and hustle.
The two other returners are
sophomore Dorian Walker and
Junior Gene Nann. Walker, who
was ineligable for varsity last
year, is ·improving quickly and
will probably start on Thursday.

Nann saw only limited action last
year, and is locked in a battle for
the final position with Tim Hayes,
a freshman from Clifton. Hayes
played defense for four years at
Clifton High School and in his
senior year was cited for all-state
honorable mention honors.
There are three newcomers Joe
Torres, Jose Perez and Evan
Selbiger, none of which have
played before.
Should the defense fail drastically, coach Waterman will be
forced to switch some players
over from the midfield. The cand idates are Steve Gabriel, Fred
Kratz and Paul Giorgio, all of
whi ch have p rior defense experience.
Starti ng in the goal will be
sen io r Ed Lugo. Lugo played
beh ind Fred Dornemus last year
and d id well when called upon.
Lugo is not great with the st ick,
but he has uncan ny reflexes and
plenty of guts.
Lugo 's back-up men w ill be
sen io r Kei th Carro ll and j un ior
Steve M ucha. Both lack varsity
experience, so if Lugo should get
inj u red, problems may arise.
A lth ough four-t i me allc on f e r ence selection Ed
Mitzkewich is no longer eligible,
the Squires will still be strong, if
not stronger, at midfield this
season.
Returners John Rubino, Steve
Gabri el, Ray Bock and George
Helock, all regulars last year will
be joined by a fine trio of
fresh man. The newcomers •are
Terry Dwyre, a third Team allstate selection from Hanover
Park, Fred Krantz, an all-state
defenseman from Edison, and
Jerry Defuria, an outstanding
pla yer also from Edison .
Sophomores Bob Patlen and Ed
War ren and senior Paul Giorgio
should also see plenty of action .
Without a doubt, the Squires
are strongest at the attack
pos i tions. In addition to
Wallschlager, the other starters
are returning veterans Marc
Remoli and Ed Cooney. Remoli,
a junior, was a first team allcon ference selection in his first
seaso n last year and Cooney, a
senior, has been named to the

·all-conference team twice in his
three years on the team. There is
also Brian Dunne, an able backup for any of the three starter.
Also serving as a back-up attackman will be freshman Tim
Balistos.
The outlook for the season looks
good. Even if the defense doesn't
respond positively, the Squires
should still improve on last
seasons 7-6 record. As mentioned already, the-Offense is
super. In addition, the Squires
have an easier schedule and the
team is in better condition than
ever, thanks to the efforts of assistant coaches Ed Mitzkewich,
Mike Giordano, Bill Hennessey
and Jim Montalbano. However,
if t he Squires are to win the
Knickerbocker conference this
year, they must get plenty of help
from the defense. On Thursday
afterno o n, at Zwied inger field,
t he b i g qu e st i on w i ll be
answered .
STICK CHECKS: f ace-off is at
3:30 Thursday ... The Squires lost
their fi rst scrim mage last Friday at
the hands of t he Army J.V. squad ,
12-7. The ga me was played on ast roturf .. . former Kean star Pete
Lemongello, now a famous
singer, will be. on hand for
Thursday's opener . .. This weeks
mystery question - what was
found in Gene Nann 's locker last
Thursday after practice? The
answer will be printed in next
weeks edition (or possibly
wrapped inside it) .

3rd

13

2nd

1

Dependable, willing, hard-working contributor of key points in
individual events' as well as
steady relay performer, including in State Meet. Mostly
freestyle, occasionally butterfly,
member of both record relays.
Ellen Green (freshman)
Points
41
,~
5
2nd
3

3rd

3

3rd

7

Mostly freestyler with fine
potiential, some bizarre travel
problems limiting participation
to 7 meets. Member of record
freestyle relay.
Patty Gilmartin (freshman) Points
31

1~
hd

5
2

Good diver of even better
potential, also capable backstroker & freestyler, filling in
where needed - six meets officially, others unofficial , exhibition.
Peggy (,raessle (junior)
Points
35
,~
3
2nd
5
3rd
5
Hard worki ng, very competitive,
sta rted as free and fly swimmer,
did well in sw itch to breaststroke, includ ing State meet 4t h
in 200 breast, 10th & 15th in 50 &
100 - versatile and willing to swim
as needed.
Lauri Swider (freshman)
Points
11
1st
1

Baseball Team
Has New Look
UNION - You can't tell much
from baseball practice when it's
held indoors, but Rich Bakker,
the coach at Kean College, likes
what he sees.
It will be a new-look Squire
team this year, with transfers expected to'iill as many as five of
the nine spots on the field.
" I think we'll be better than
last year (10-12) because we have
some pretty good pitching,"
Baker said . " Last year we went
with four pitchers. This year we' ll
have seven. "
Gerry Kupchack, 5-4 wit h a
3.60 ERA last year, and Mike Ferrara (4-2, 3.51 ERA) are t he top
mound returnees.
·
They· figure to be jo ined by
Dave Mad ison , a 6-3, 200-pound
tran sfer, as t he th ird starter.
Madison , a j un i o r from
Metuchen has been impressive
in workou ts.
Ed Deresky, a so phomore
transfer from West Virgin ia
Wesleyan, w ill be the shortstop
and he's a switch-hitter. Ed Lu bas
o f Elizabeth will be atthird, while
Rich Bewighouse o f Rutherfrod
and Ralph Santana of Elizabeth
are fighting it out for second
base.
Wayne Sarrow, a j unior from
Madison will be at first, while
power-hitting Kevin Callinan,

another transfer, will do the catching. He hit 11 homers two
years ago at Brookdale CC. He
transferred to Kean from
Wyoming.
Pete Kowalsky, a junior from
Hillside, is back for his third year
in centerfield . Pete has good
speed and is an excellent defensive player with a str~>ng arm.
Mike Custer, who hit .318 last
year as a freshman, will probably
be in left, with Rich Pomesan, a
transfer from Atlantic CC, or
freshman Herman Diaz of West
New York, in right. Custer is from
Lyndhurst.
" Pitching is the name o f t he
game •and I t hink we' ll have
enough to be competitive with
anyone on our schedule, "
Bakker said . " Plus we'll have
more speed and power and
overall depth. "
The Squires will play a 25-gam e
schedule, opening Marc·h 27
with t,.jewark-Rutgers.

Golfers
Needed
_The Golf Team needs players
for Spring 1978. If interested
call Ray Murphy 527-2251 by
Friday, March 31.

biggest improvement. We have 5
solid fielding outfielders with
strong arms.
" The only aspect of my team
that worries me at tl'Jis point is my
one. "I'm hoping for a successful pitching staff. Pitching is a very
· season . I' m measuring success in important part of this game. I
terms of a regional berth . Last have 4 solid pitchers, who have a
year we had an outstanding great deal of physical ability, but
record and beat some fine teams, :only one has varsity experience.
but for some reason, we were How quickly they develop is gooverlooked . The kids aren' t voi 5=- ing to be a big factor in detering it, but we all are working mining just how successful we
towards that goal. This year we are this year.
definitely want to make it there.
" The outlook for the season is
" This years team ,is better very promising. Our record may
offensively and
defensively. not be as impressive because
Offensively, we have more team we've upgraded the schedule.
speed and stronger bats. Defen- However, the strength of
sively, we have a solid infield and competitioo we're p_laying will
outfield. Our outfield is our .benefit us in the long run.

Softball Coach Optimistic
Last year the Kean College
softball team posted the best
regular season record in the
school's history. This year they
should be even better.
Kean has 7 returning letterman
(Janice Rush, Ellen Reiner, Barb
Miller, Jill Carson, Debbie Gabriel, Jane Koza, Elaine McGrath)
from last years 11-2 squad, and a
good recruiting year resulted in 3
outstanding
freshman
(Marybeth Kakoleski, ,Linda Urbanski, Barb Piakowski).
Coach Kathy Mathews views
the outlook for this year a bright

freestyle, w i th late-season
promise particularly in 100 and
200 events.
Patti Holds (junior)
Points
8
2nd
2
3rd
2
Ability in all strokes led to versatility of performance in meets,
but with showing of late-season
gbod potential in distance freestyle.
Joy Fink (sophomore)
Points
6
3rd
6
Transfer from . Springfield, with
good potiential in versatility of
sound strokes, but handicapped
by early-season flu-pneumonia contributed welcome points in
backstroke events.
Captains:
Trish Kost.er, Fanwood senior
and Nancy Mahoney, Hillside
senior - both with specialty in
breaststroke, with Trish a 12point scorer on 1-1st, 1-2nd, and
4-Jrds, a 14th and 15th in State
Championships. Nancy, w ho
also swam well as freestyle relay
participant, slowed by illness
early in season, fin ishing stron gly
in her best times and a 7th in 200
breaststroke along with 13t h in
50 breast in State Championships.
In the words of Coach Pitt,
" Both were fine leaders of a
good squad, strong in morale,
team spirit, cooperation, and
dedication - a real joy to coach ."
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COiiege Looks for New Food Service
by Sal Cardaci
Cuisine Limited, the food service vendor currently servicing
Kean College, has been notified
that bids for the 1978-1979 year
will be solicited_shortly.
In response to complaints
about the quality of food on the
Kean College campus and to insure " fair competition" among
food vendors this action has
been warranted, so it has been
learned by the lllilDEPENDENT.
When asked what he thought
of the current quality of food
available to the Kean College
student, Dean of Students Pat Ippolito stated, " I think that the
quality of the food can be improved and it , should be improved."
Many Kean students, citing
such complaints as dried up
french fries and oily shrimp rolls,
seemed unconvinced that a new
food vendor would solve the
current poor quality of food.
Stated one student who asked
not to be identified, " Those
warm-up lights are' supposed to
be used to only keep the food
warm for a few minutes, not
hours like they're presently
doing."
Other students questioned the
practice of charging 10¢ for a
piece of cheese for t__heir

cheeseburger, • but
being
charged 20¢ for the same cheese
on their pork roll sandwich. ·
"The difference between a
hamburger and a cheeseburger
is 10¢ but the difference between
a pork roll with cheese and a
regular pork ;oll is 20¢. It's a rip
off. "
In an interview with the Director of Business Services Edward
Callaghan, he. stated that
students have ample representation on a committee which
monitors the food service on a
regular basis. However, when
questioned about this representation, Oean of Students Pat Ippolito stated," At present there is
no such committee."
Recently several Kean
students needed medical attention when they were given certain food items under the guise
of another item.
Student Gus Garcia, who has a
heart condition, asked for
medical attention after being
served an imitation food topping
on his sandwich in place of
mayonnaise. He was checked
out by the campus Health Services offices after complaining of
chest pains and was released
shortly thereafter.
Many other students have
complained
to
the

Photo by Ralph Abbate

Cafeteri.i workers prep.ire for the lunchtime rush.

INDEPENDENT and have vowed
never to eat on campus again.
Another segment of the Kean
College student population has
asked for a smoke-free cafeteria
where pure, wholesome foods
could be purchased. These
students are asking for health
foods with no preservatives or
artificial additives, and a clean
and healthy environment.
Another current practice of
Cuisine is the advance

Student Center, 'Dead Center'
by). Thomas Coho/an
Tomorrow night the Student
. Council is scheduled to vote on
the question of the approval of a
new student center.
Ever since the proposal was
• first announced to the Student
Council in early February it has
been developing into a very
complex issue, one that was worthy of controversy. The controversy has never materialized
amongst the student body in
general; most students queried
are content with the surface
questions of is it desirable,
necessary or too costly.
The opposition groups have
severly splintered in recent
weeks as some people have
adopted a fatalistic approach. A
few council members have expressed opinions such as, "It's
already been decided, the council vote is only a formality, " or as
one said, " My vote is. meaningless. You know what I' m going to do7 I'm going to flip a coin

Board Negligent
(Continued from page 1)
student teaching. Tom Colucci,
junior class has had no activities
planned for his class, and has not
yet submitted a budget for the
next year. The budgets were due
February 1~th. Anthony Tynes,
president of the freshman class
has missed several Executive
Board meetings and does not
come into the Student Organization offices the amount of
time required .
The other members of the Executive Boar9 not mentioned
have been, on the most part,
conscientious present in the offices most of the required times,
although there h_
ave been some
discrepencies. During the
January vacation , when there
were no classes, most of the
members did not bother to come
in or check in to see what was going on.
On the whole, the present Executive Board has not spent all of
the time required that is needed
for the jobs. According to Buz
Whelan, ex-president of Student
· Organization, the time necessary
for the presidency is " at least
forty hours. The job is a full time
job, and to do it well that amount
of time is needed. "

preparation of foods such as · on the grease scale than
hamburgers and
steak
McDonalds. "
sandwiches, and then. storing
And finally, Andy Swass has
them in aluminum packets until
given up totally the food service
they are purchased. This practice
in the Student Center. Stated
has led to many complaints from
Swass, "They' re the only people
students about dried up and
who can screw up a cheese steak.
totally unacceptable food.
The preparation has a lot to be
The present food vendor is
desired."
allowed a 60-40 content of fat in
Bids for next year are currently
their hamburger meat, and ·
being solicited by Kean for other
coupled with the advance
food vendors. To be considered
preparation makes many of
to serve Kean College, a vendor
these sandwiches unappetizing
must be a state approved vendor
at best.
and be able to meet the reFinally, many of the Kean
quirements set down by the state
students, especially the new
and by tlie individual schools
ones complain about the actual
themselves.
service in the food line.
One of the criteria set down by
A recent transfer student
the college itself is one of the
stated, " I was standing in line for
amount of the gross revenue that
ten minutes waiti.ng to be served .
the vendor willpay the school
When the woman did not turn
for operating expenses. Currenaround once I got the idea that
tly Cuisine pays Kean 9%, or apyou had to yell your order out
proximately $23,000 of their
like everyone else. So I did . The
$250,000 gross revenues for last
loudest seem to get served the
year.
fastest."
It is therefore possible to
Randomly
questioning
award a bid to an inferior food
st~dents about specific comvendor based solely on the
plaints about the food service
amount of revenue they will give
operation produced the followto the college. When asked
ing results.
which he would choose, a venKean student Mike Barton
dor with better quality of food ·
stated, "The coffee is the pits. It's
and 4% payment, or an inferio·r
absolutely terrible. " He went on,
quality vendor and a 9%
" All the food is greasy. Even the
payment, Callaghan stated that
coffee is greasy. Unreal."
the school could not afford to
Another student, Bob Gray
lose money on the operation of a
echoed Barton 's sentiments,
food service operation , and that
" Our food service rates higher
it was a matter of "business."

for the center since it isn't used
when it's my turn to vote. " Some
fatalistic opponents of the
for educc1tional purposes, why
proposal have adopted the odd
don 't you locate the building off
campus where students could
approach of supporting the
own it outright? "
center. They reason, "We're getOthers say that "the new
ting the center whether we vote
·student center is unnecessary
for it or not, if- we support it we
since it will provide little admight have more to say on how it
ditfonal space for student acis to be run."
tivities, most of the space in the
The hard line opponents are
building will be taken up by nonsplit into a few groups that opstudent groups such as: the
pose the center for d ifferent
Bookstore, cafeteria, the bank,
reasons. Some say they are d isenthe pub, etc. "T.hese groups
chanted with the proposal, they
would probably only pay a token
feel it hasn't been honestly
fee that would just about take
presented. "From a simple
care of the cost of maintaining
proposal that would be a boon to
all students, this has developed _the space 'they rent, " said former
into a complex issue, an issue is · Dean of Students and present
Chairperson of the Psychology
not the funding of a new student
department, Herbert Samenfeld.
center but a permanent increase
in activities fees."
Still others feel that imOther opponents question the
. provement is .needed in the
colleges priorities. This group,
present student center but the
primarily composed the Early
plans for a three story structure
Childhood protestors, is hoping
" are a little absurd , especially
to stonewall the proposal to
since the grand scale construcprotest the decline of the School
tion involved will cause an initial
of Education; namely, the recent
loss in activities space for
(Continued from page 1)
refusal bY.. the college to grant
probably two years . . . there is
Rossi
hopes to increase
tenure to two faculty members in
also the question of how the
student involvement through
the Early Childhood department.
renovation ·of Dougall and
the sponsorship of different
Oth~r opponents question the
Whiteman will be paid for, and
events. He intends to make
philosophy behind the EFA 's
what will happen · to these
himself available to his consti(Educational Facilities Authority)
buildings then ."
tuency.
requirement
that student
The supporters of the proposal
centers be funded by students.
for a new student center say all
Pattee Readins, b.illot number
" If you say students should pay
the other issues are peripheral,
2 is also vying for the junior class
as Jack Seivers said , " It doesn't
presidency. She is presently the
matter that the students won't treasurer of the junior class.
own the center; all that matters is
Reading listed her qualifications
that a new one is needed. " Dean
in her resume as being very acof Students, Pat Ippolito, the
(Continued from page 1)
tive irr numerous activities on
driving force behind the
campus. She has been active on
One reason for the delay of
Hot Line and the Out-Reach
the proposal was that Professor proposal has stressed more than
Program for three years. In adHerbert Samenfeld, chairper- once that most of the objections
are merely minor details that will dition to this she has been inson
of , the
psychology
be sorted out when the actual
volved with the Independent,
department, who was unavailwork is begun. Some objections · F.A.S.A., and the American
able for comment, wanted
he says, have no basis. For Society of Interior Designers.
courses such
as
Industrial
instance, he mentions that the
Psychology to be mandatory reShe feels that "through my
increase in cost of the building
quirements for the major.
from five million dollars to deep involvement with various
.
Capone ,stated, " Courses that twenty million dollars is mostly groups and activities on campus,
just relate to Accounting should illusory. " In an inflationary I have come to know the needs
be left for an option , and not be economy of say a five percent of the students, the faculty, and
rate of inflation, the net interest the staff."
mandatory. "
in constant dollars on a long term
Ralph Abbate, ballot number
The passage of the 40 credit
loan like we would be getting 3, is also running for the presilimit exemption has been called
dency. He stated in his resume
would be below one percent."
by many " a step in the right
The graduate Student Council that " tne class president is a very
direction. " According to a
and the Evening Student Council important position as it carries
member of the College Curri- 'have already approved the the responsibility of serving on
culum Committee, the comproposal as its supporters hope the executive board. " Abbate
mittee will probably vote on the
the daytime Student Council will feels thafhe is the best qualified
Acco·u nting Major on Tuesday.
candidate because of his
do tomorrow.

Class Elections Today

Accounting

previous experience as freshman class president and serving
on student council.
Running unopposed for the
vice presidency is Micki Es.in,
ballot number 4. Unrivaled Egan
feels that she is the best qualified
because of her involvement in
various activities and with
different organizations for the
past three years. She admits that
the office of vice president is not
one of power, but one of involvement.
·
Sophomore Cl.iss
In the sophomore class, A.iron
De'Kilr uwson, b.illot number 1,
is running unopposed for the
presidency. Lawson intends on
investing his time and energies
toward the office. He admitted in
his resume that he has the
leadership and understanding
that it takes to be a president.
Also running unopposed in
the sophomore class for the vice
presidency is K.iren H.ilo, b.illot
number 2. She stated her
qualifications as being publicity
director of WKCU, and currently
a member of the Student .
Organization.
All full time students - are
eligible to vote today . Identification is required, but students can
recite their social security
number to the poll worker.

